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Abstract
The state-of-the-practice in asphalt concrete (AC) mix design and pavement structural
design are based on two divergent concepts. The laboratory tests that are used for mix design,
especially under the balanced mix design concept, are pragmatically accelerated surrogate tests
developed to ensure the stability or ranking of mixes. Pavement structural design methods, being
empirical or mechanistic, ignore these laboratory test results, in favor of other mechanical
parameters. As such, the selection of the type of mix to be placed on a project is based on the local
experience, and a set of consensus limits, rather than the demand of the pavement section. A
harmonized strategy that integrates the results from mix tests with the pavement structure, material
properties, environmental conditions, and traffic levels can lead to an optimized pavement system.
A framework is proposed to incorporate the laboratory wheel tracking device test results into the
rutting analysis associated with most mechanistic-empirical structural design algorithms. The
proposed framework was applied to several full-scale testing pavements and fifteen in-service
pavement test sections to demonstrate its feasibility. By balancing the rutting demand of an asphalt
layer with the rutting capacity of a given mix, the proposed method can potentially lend itself to
the use of local materials for a more economical and sustainable pavement structure.
Keywords: Mix Design, Wheel Tracking Test, Pavement Design, Rutting, Harmonized
Method
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1:

INTRODUCTION
Overall performance of asphalt concrete (AC) mixes depends on their stability (rutting or

permanent deformation), crack resistance (bottom-up, top-down, and thermal cracking), durability
(moisture damage and aging), and skid resistance (safety). In addition, the selected mix must be
inexpensive, workable, and easily produced and placed. Different laboratory and field tests have
been developed to estimate whether a mix will perform well. Among those performance
parameters, stability and crack resistance are commonly used in pavement and AC mix design.
Currently, the AC mix design and pavement structural design are based on two different
concepts. The AC mix design is considered as the process of optimizing the volumetric and in
some cases mechanical properties to meet certain specifications. The structural design is the
process of determining the thickness of each layer to ensure, either based on mechanistic-empirical
or empirical models, perform satisfactorily for a given period.
The Hveem or Marshall method was mostly used for mixture design from the 1940s to the
1990s. During the 1990s, several departments of transportation (DOTs) implemented the
Superpave mixture design method developed as part of the Strategic Highway Research Program
(SHRP). The goal of that program was to develop mix design methods that could predict pavement
performance. The Superpave mix design process accounts for the traffic loading and
environmental conditions for binder characterization and, to a lesser extent, on the simple
performance tests (SPT, Mohammad et al., 2016). Volumetric AC mix design alone is not
sufficient for evaluating the potential behavior of mixtures. Recent developments in the mix design
are based on balancing the cracking and rutting potentials of the mixes while optimizing the
amount of mineral aggregates, asphalt binder, recycled material, and other additives to achieve the
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desired volumetric properties. A variety of laboratory tests, such as the overlay tester (OT), semicircular bend (SCB), Hamburg wheel tracking (HWT), indirect tensile test (IDT), are being utilized
to evaluate the performance of AC mixes in the balance mix design.
Different flexible pavement design methods have been also developed. These methods are
based on either empirical method, limiting shear failure method, limiting deflection method,
regression method based on pavement performance or road test, or mechanistic-empirical method
(Huang, 2004). The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) empirical method is based on the performance equations developed at the AASHO
Road Test conducted near Ottawa, Illinois, in the late 1950s. The limitation of the AASHTO
empirical method is that the equations are applicable for the trucks and truck volumes, materials,
construction, rehabilitation, and design needs of the AASHO Road test (ARA, 2004).
The Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement Design Guide (MEPDG) has been emerged to
supplant the 1993 AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures. The mechanistic-empirical
design is based on the mechanics of materials that relates an input, such as a wheel load, to the
pavement responses, such as stresses, strains, and deflections as outputs (Huang, 2004). Distress
models (transfer functions) are typically used to relate the pavement responses to different
pavement distress types. MEPDG was developed using detailed traffic loading, material
properties, and environmental data collected as part of the Long-Term Pavement Performance
(LTPP; Fathi et al., 2019) program. For the AC layers, MEPDG uses rutting, bottom-up fatigue
(alligator) cracking, top-down (longitudinal) cracking, and thermal (transverse) cracking response
models as the performance indicators or dominant distress. These response models are used to
predict the growth in damage with time. The criteria for the level of distress or roughness that
would cause some major preventative maintenance, rehabilitation, or reconstruction activity are
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established based on the local agencies’ policy decisions. If the final predictions do not meet the
demanded performance criteria at the appointed reliability, the trial design is changed and the
process is repeated (Baus and Stires, 2010; Von Quintus and Hall, 2016).
1.2:

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Current AC mix performance test specifications are based on the criteria and indices that

are independent of the pavement structure. In other words, the criteria and indices are the same for
the conditions in which the AC layer is either on a rigid (concrete or asphalt), semi-rigid (treated
base), or flexible layer (unbound aggregate base) foundation (Saghafi et al. 2020). Criteria and
limits which are specified for AC mixture performance tests should be selected in tandem and in
a manner that realistically simulates the state of stress/strain that the mixes will be experiencing in
the actual pavement structure. As shown in Figure 1.1, the effect of thickness and stiffness of the
pavement layers on the performance of the AC layer cannot be overlooked. The vertical strain in
the AC layer increase as a stiffer base layer is selected. For a rigid base, where the majority of
pavement rutting accumulates in the AC layer, a highly rut-resistant AC mixture is desirable to
accommodate the demand of that layer. However, a pavement with a flexible foundation, where
the structural rutting is distributed among the layers, a stiff but less rut-resistant mix may be
acceptable. In this case, local material may be a reasonable option (Gautam et al. 2013).
Many attempts have been made for better simulation of the laboratory AC mix design using
the field validation of laboratory tests. Despite the recent advancements in the design of AC mixes
and several experimental research endeavors in this field, there a few published records on the
theoretical/mechanistic evaluation of the effects of the pavement structure on the AC mix design.
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Figure 1.1: Effect of Thickness and Rigidity of the Pavement Layers on the Performance of AC
Layer
1.3:

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The main purpose of this research is to harmonize the AC mix selection with pavement

structural design for flexible pavements focusing on the rutting performance. A strategy and
framework are developed to predict the rutting life of a designed AC layer from the laboratory
rutting performance tests. The developed strategy determines the potential alternative pavement
structures, i.e., the layer moduli and thickness that can mutually accommodate the laboratory
performance of the AC mixture. The proposed methodology will be presented in a dynamic
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framework to be applicable for diverse pavement structures and asphalt mixtures. The developed
strategy and modifications are compared with the results from an appropriate number of
experimental laboratory tests, accelerated pavement testing facilities (APT) and in-service road
pavements, and/or the results contained in other published databases in the literature.
Current specifications and standards of AC mix rutting performance tests, such as HWT
and Asphalt Pavement Analyzer (APA) are scrutinized by reviewing the literature. Analytical
modeling and laboratory tests are employed to analyze the behavior of an AC mix under the rutting
performance tests. It is assumed that the laboratory rutting performance test, e.g., HWT, is an
independent pavement structure with specific loading, temperature, structure, and material
characteristic. Sensitivity analysis is conducted to quantify the effects of AC mix properties and
testing conditions on the critical stress/strain responses and rutting performance of the mixture.
A parametric study is carried out to appraise the influence of pavement material properties,
i.e., the layer moduli and thickness and other design parameters on the AC layer responses.
Multilayer elastic theory is used to determine the AC layer responses in terms of critical stresses/
strains. These responses are compared with the critical stress/strain responses from the laboratory
performance tests.
MEPDG procedure for rutting design of the asphalt pavement is thoroughly investigated
and necessary modifications are applied to the MEPDG rutting model. The modifications help in
having a consistent rutting model for analyzing the rutting characteristic of both the designed AC
layer and asphalt specimen of the laboratory rutting performance test. The dynamic modulus
master curve of the AC mixture is used to represent the mechanical properties of the mixture at
different temperatures and frequencies of loading. At the final stage, appropriate transfer functions
are utilized to predict the rutting life of the designed AC layer from the laboratory rutting
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performance test considering the loading, temperature, structure, and material properties of the
designed AC layer and laboratory rutting test.
1.4:

ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION

Aside from this chapter, the study is presented in six chapters.
•

Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive review of the literature including the concept of
asphalt permanent deformation, factors affecting the AC layer rutting, AC mixture
laboratory rutting performance tests, rutting analysis methods for the structural design of
flexible pavement, and a review of the studies aimed at harmonizing mix selection with
pavement design.

•

Chapter 3 summarizes the findings from analytical and statistical results of linear elastic
analysis of the HWT and APA tests specimens as well as thousands of possible pavement
structures to quantify the effect of pavement structure, load type, material properties, and
climate condition on the AC layer stress/strain responses and rutting performance.

•

Chapter 4 discusses the development of a harmonized AC mix selection with pavement
structural design methodology and framework to predict the rutting life of the asphalt
pavement from the HWT and APA test results.

•

Chapter 5 shows the application of the developed rutting model for several accelerated
pavement testing facilities, road test sections, and construction sites.

•

Chapter 6 summarizes the findings and conclusions from this project.
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature
In this part of the study, a succinct literature review is presented to scrutinize the concept
of rutting in the AC layer, laboratory test methods for rutting design of AC mixture, and different
methodologies for rutting design of flexible pavements. Finally, a summary of the recent research
studies and projects that attempted to harmonize the rutting design of laboratory AC mixture with
pavement structural rutting design is presented.
2.1:

ASPHALT PERMANENT DEFORMATION (RUTTING)
Rutting is a common mode of failure in flexible pavements that is mainly caused by the

accumulation of permanent deformation in the wheel path under repeated axle loads and high tire
contact pressures. Rutting can happen in the AC layer alone or can occur in all layers (Sousa et al.,
1991; Haddock et al., 2005; Simms et al., 2019). Figure 2.1 shows that depending on the failure
mode of rutting different deformation types can be observed in the profile of the pavement
(Haddock et al., 2005). For pavements with well-compacted supporting layers, more than 70% of
the rutting occurs within the AC layer (ARA, 2004).
Rutting in the AC layer or surface rutting is caused by consolidation and/ or viscoplastic
deformation (primarily at high temperatures and under high shearing stresses) in the wheel path,
appearing as longitudinal depressions in the wheel paths accompanied by small upheavals to the
sides (Sousa et al., 1991; Zaumanis et al., 2018). In another definition, AC rutting is caused by the
combination of densification (decrease in volume and air voids) and shear deformation (see Figure
2.2). For typical dense graded asphalt lift (3-8% air void content and 6 in. thick), the overall
contribution of densification to total rut depth is about 0.2 in. (Simms et al., 2019). For wellcompacted AC pavements, the shear deformation is the primary rutting mechanism and dominates
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the long-term rutting accumulation (Sousa et al., 1991; ARA, 2004; Zhou et al., 2006; Yinfei et
al., 2018).

Figure 2.1: Rutting Failure Modes of Pavement (Haddock et al., 2005).

(a) Rutting Due to Densification

(b) Rutting Due to Shear Deformation
Figure 2.2: Rutting Failure Mechanism of AC Layer (Inzerillo et al., 2016).
Figure 2.3 shows that an asphalt layer typically experiences three stages of rutting under
repeated traffic loading. In the primary stage which happens at the initial life of the AC layer,
8

densification dominates the permanent deformation. In the secondary stage, as the strain increases
constantly, the AC mixture experiences densification, lateral dilation of AC mixture, and maybe
shear flow. In the tertiary stage, the plastic (shear) flow (i.e., distortion without volume change)
can occur which contributes to the accelerated rutting failure. The tertiary stage typically happens
due to the inappropriate mix selection, under-designed pavement structure, and/or faulty
construction practices (White et al. 2002). Therefore, a well-designed and well-constructed AC
layer should not enter the tertiary stage during its predicted service life.

Figure 2.3: Typical Permanent Deformation Behavior of Asphalt Layer.
2.2:

FACTORS AFFECTING AC LAYER RUTTING
Table 2.1 summarizes the most important parameters that affect the rutting of the AC layer.

Asphalt rutting mostly happens in hot climate conditions while the presence of water can intensify
the rutting phenomena (Tarefder et al., 2003). Traffic volume and speed, axle load configuration
and distribution, tire pressure, and transverse distribution (wander) of traffic can affect the rutting
of the AC layer considerably (Sousa et al., 1991; Williams et al., 2005). Using multiple axles
instead of one axle and dual tire axle type instead of one axle and single axle type, respectively,
cause less AC rutting damage (Sebaaly and Tabatabaee, 1989, 1992; Al-Qadi et al., 2005; Salama
and Chatti, 2008). Higher traffic speed (Witczak, 2011; Ulloa et al., 2013), presence of traffic
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wheel wander (Gungor, 2018), and low tire pressure (ARA, 2004) can decrease the rutting damage
in the AC layer. Several studies highlighted the importance of using tire-pavement contact stress
instead of tire inflation for rutting analysis of the highway (Tielking and Abraham., 1994;
Machemehl et al., 2005; Al-Qadi et al., 2004, 2005; Wang and Machemehl, 2006; Fernando et al.,
2006; Green et al., 2010; Hernandez et al., 2013) and airfield (Wang et al., 2015; Robinson, 2021)
pavements to prevent over- or under-estimation of rutting. Haider and Harichandran (2009)
showed that axle load distributions that have heavier tails cause more rutting in flexible pavements.
They also found that a higher number of load repetitions is more critical than a higher load
magnitude in developing rutting in flexible pavement. Witczak et al. (2004) revealed that rutting
predicted with the traffic load spectra approach was almost 50% more than the rutting estimated
by equivalent single axel load (ESAL) approach.
Type of the pavement structure, e.g., conventional, full-depth, and semi-rigid flexible
pavement, as well as thickness and moduli of layers, can control the mode of rutting failure and
the magnitude of vertical compressive stress/strain within the AC layer (Masad et al., 2021). Tables
2.2 and 2.3 show that depending on the thickness of the AC layer and the arrangement of granular
layers, the AC layer may carry 10% to 100% of the total rutting of the conventional pavements.
Pavements with AC layer thickness between 3 in. to 5 in. has greater potential for AC layer rutting
than AC layers with less than 3 in. or more than 5 in. thickness (Witczak et al., 2004). Norouzi et
al. (2016) concluded that using a thicker granular base layer decreased the rutting of pavement.
Yang et al. (2018) revealed that asphalt pavements with granular bases exhibited less rut depth in
surface AC layer than asphalt pavements with semi-rigid base layers but had more total pavement
rut depths. Wang et al. (2009) concluded that for a perpetual pavement with three-layer asphalt
pavement, rutting is mainly generated in the middle and bottom layers. However, Harvey et al.
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(2014) revealed that the top and middle AC layers of the perpetual pavements controlled the rutting
of the AC Layer. Almost all AC layer rutting happens within the top 3 in. to 5 in. of the layer
(ARA, 2004, Schwartz and Carvalho, 2008; Nantung et al., 2018); thus, using AC layer with better
rut resistance on top of the pavement is necessary. Using subgrade and base with higher moduli
can decrease the total rutting of the pavement while may increase the AC layer rutting (ARA,
2004).
Table 2.1: Important Factors Affecting the Rutting of AC Layer*
Factor

Parameter
Pavement structure system

Pavement
Structure

Layer modulus and thickness

How Affect the AC Layer’s Rutting
• Using a layered system that induces less vertical
stress/strain at the AC layer is beneficial
• Stiff AC layer with thickness less than 75 mm or
more than 125 mm cause less AC rutting
• Using flexible rather than rigid or semi-rigid granular
layers cause less AC rutting
↑ traffic volume
→
↑ rutting
↑ speed
→
↓ rutting
↑ tire pressure
→
↑ rutting
↑ wander
→
↓ rutting
↑ # of single axle/tire
→
↑ rutting
↑ temperature
→
↑ rutting
↑ water
→
↑ rutting
smooth to rough texture
→
↓ rutting
rounded to angular texture
→
↓ rutting
↑ maximum size
→
↓ rutting
↑ stiffness
→
↓ rutting
gap graded to continuous
→
↓ rutting
optimum air void should be achieved
optimum binder content should be achieved
optimum VMA should be achieved
↑ stiffness
→
↓ rutting

Traffic volume
Traffic speed
Traffic
Tire pressure
Wander effect
Axle load configuration
Temperature
Climate
Water presence
Texture
Aggregate
Shape
Size
Binder
Stiffness
Gradation
Air void
Asphalt
Binder %
Material
Mixture
VMA
Stiffness
In-place
↑ In-place density
→
↓ rutting
density
Additives
can improve the rutting
Other mix
Rejuvenator
↑ rejuvenator
→
↑ rutting
constituents
RAP/RAS
can improve the rutting
* Sources of information are ARA (2004), Williams et al. (2005), Hu et al. (2014), Sebaaly and Tabatabaee
(1989), Sousa et al. (1991), McGennis et al. (1995), Tarefder et al. (2003), Witczak et al. (2004), Al-Qadi
et al. (2005), Salama and Chatti (2008), Haider and Harichandran (2009), Wang et al. (2009), Darabi et al.
(2011), Witczak (2011), Coleri et al. (2012), Rushing et al. (2012), Ulloa et al. (2013), Harvey et al. (2014),
Choi and Kim (2014), Rushing et al. (2017), Garg et al. (2018), Gungor (2018), Buttlar et al. (2019), Allick
Jr et al. (2019), Wu et al. (2019), Simms et al. (2019), Ameli et al. (2020), Ghanbari et al. (2020), and Yang
et al. (2020), Yengejeh et al. (2020), Majidifard et al. (2021), Masad et al. (2021).
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Table 2.2: Contribution of Layers Rutting to the Total Pavement Rutting (ARA, 2004).
Layer
Asphalt Layer
Granular Base
Granular Subbase
Subgrade

Less Than 4 in.
70
15
10
5

AC Layer Surface Thickness
4 – 8 in.
Greater Than 8 in.
80
100
10
0
5
0
5
0

Table 2.3: Contribution of Layers Rutting to the Total Pavement Rutting (Hu et al., 2014).
Layer
Asphalt Layer
Granular Base
Subgrade

1 – 2 in.
10
55
35

AC Layer Surface Thickness
2 – 4 in.
4 – 6 in.
60
80
25
15
15
5

> 6 in.
100
0
0

Rutting of the AC layer is mainly a material-related phenomenon (McGennis et al., 1995).
Several methodologies such as numerical viscoelastic-viscoplastic modeling (Darabi et al., 2011;
Choi and Kim, 2014) and micromechanical (Coleri et al., 2012) have been developed to predict
the material-related rutting of asphalt mixture. These methods mainly consider the densification
and lateral dilation of AC mixture caused by repeated traffic loading (Simms et al., 2019). The
shear strength of the AC mixture can also control the rutting of the AC layer. According to the
Mohr-Coulomb equation, the shear strength of the aggregate mixture is the function of cohesion
and internal friction of the aggregates. For an AC mixture, cohesion is mostly provided by the
mastic of asphalt binder and fine aggregate while the coarse aggregates provide the integral friction
and principal shear strength of the AC mixture (McGennis et al., 1995). Therefore, mechanical,
chemical, and rheological properties of the asphalt binder, aggregate, and AC mixture control the
shear strength of the AC mixture. Using a stiff binder, aggregates with an angular shape and rough
texture, and dense or continuous aggregate gradation can improve the rutting performance of the
mixture (McGennis et al., 1995). Adding recycled material such as Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement
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(RAP), and rejuvenators in the AC mixture can make the rutting analysis of the mixture more
complicated.
2.3:

LABORATORY RUTTING PERFORMANCE TESTS
Permanent deformation tests were developed from empirical tests, such as Marshall and

Hveem tests, through simulation loaded wheel tracker (LWT) tests such as HWT to more
fundamental simple performance tests (SPT) developed by Witczak et al. (2002), triaxial stress
sweep (TSS) test by Choi and Kim (2014) and Superpave shear tester (SST) test developed under
SHRP (McGennis et al., 1995). The LWT tests have been used as an effective laboratory method
for quantifying the rutting and moisture susceptibility of AC mixes (Radhakrishnan et al., 2018).
HWT, APA which is the modified version of Georgia Loaded Wheel Tester (GLWT),
Purdue University Laboratory Wheel Tracking Device (PURWheel), and French wheel tracking
test are among several LWT tests that have been developed to evaluate the rutting performance of
AC mixes (Cooley et al., 2000). Federal Highways Administration (FHWA) and Virginia
Transportation Research Council (VTRC; Williams and Prowell, 1999) evaluated the ability of
three LWTs (APA, HWT, and French pavement rutting tester) to predict the rutting performance
of mixtures placed on a full-scale pavement facility. HWT exhibited the best correlation among
the LWTs (Radhakrishnan et al., 2018). The HWT and APA tests have become popular among
many state highway agencies for evaluation of the rutting resistance of AC mixes. TxDOT is
supporting the use of HWT to investigate the probability of premature failure in the field (Tsai et
al., 2016).
2.3.1: HWT Test
The HWT was developed in the 1970s (Yildirim and Stokoe, 2006) and was introduced
into the USA in the 1990s (Tsai et al., 2016). Table 2.4 provides detailed information about the
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HWT test. HWT is conducted per AASHTO T 324, “Hamburg Wheel-Track Testing of Compacted
Hot Mix Asphalt.” Test procedure Tex-242-F, “Hamburg Wheel-Tracking Test” is used in Texas.
HWT is considered as a torture test using two steel wheels rolling across the surface of two laterally
confined slabs or cylindrical specimens that are conditioned in water (Figure 2.4a). Current HWT
test devices measure the rutting at 11 locations along the length of the specimen. Since the
cylindrical specimens are saw cut across the height and are adjoined during the testing, variability
of rutting across the specimen’s length is inevitable. Tex-242-F specifies using the average of the
rutting at the three center points. Azari and Mohseni (2015) found that the average rutting from all
measurement locations is more representative of the mixture rutting. Tsai et al. (2016)
recommended using slabs instead of cylindrical ones or gluing cylindrical specimens together.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.4: HWT and APA Tests: (a) HWT Device and AC Specimen (Rahman and Hossain,
2014); (b) Typical HWT Rutting versus Load Passes; (c) APA Device and AC Specimen (Meroni
2021); (d) Typical APA Rutting versus Load Cycles.
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Table 2.4: Detail of HWT and APA Tests.*
Test
Specification
Test Goal

Performance
Indicator

Hamburg Wheel Tracking (HWT)
AASHTO T 324; Tex-242-F
Susceptibility of AC mixes to moisture damage and
rutting
• Number of cycles (N)
• Rut depth (RD)
• Rutting resistance index (RRI)
o Wen et al. (2016): RRI=N × (1-RD)
• Stripping Inflection Point (SIP)
Barros et al. (2019):
High PG

Specified Limits

PG 64 or lower
PG 70
PG 76 or higher
•
•
•
•
•
•

Min N @
0.5 in. RD
10,000
15,000
20,000

Min RRI

Asphalt Pavement Analyzer (APA)
AASHTO T 340
Susceptibility of AC mixes to rutting
• Number of cycles (N)
• Rut depth (RD)

• Maximum RD after 8000 cycles:
o Kandhal and Mallick, 1999; Xiao et al, 2018: 0.20 in.
o Willimas et al., 2004; Skok et al., 2002: 0.28 in.

5,100
7,600
10,100

• Cyclic test
• Aluminum wheel on Pressurized rubber hose
• Inside diameter of 0.74 in. and the outside diameter of hose 1.16in.
Loading Details
• 100 lb. load
• 100 psi pressure
• 60 passes per minute
• Speed of the wheel: 2.0 ft/s (Kandhal and Cooley, 2003)
Temperature
Submerged in water with 122°F
High temperature of standard PG grade
• Cylindrical: 6.0 in. diameter; 2.5 in. height
• Cylindrical: 6.0 in. diameter; 2.5 in. height
Sample Size
• Slab: 12.5 in. × 10.25 in. × 2.5 in.
• Slab: 12.0 in. × 5.0 in. × 2.5 in.
• Compacted to 7% air void
• Compacted to 7% air void
• About 6.5 hours for 10,000 cycles (20,000 passes) of • About 2.5 hours for 8,000 cycles (16000 passes) of loading
Test Duration
loading
*Information about the HWT tests was extracted from Yildirim and Stokoe (2006) and AASHTO T 324. APA test information was extracted from
Kandhal and Cooley (2003) and AASHTO T 340.
** HWT contact pressure was measured by dividing the wheel load (158 lb) by the measured wheel footprint (1.85 in. * 0.71 in.) on the specimens
at 122°F.
Cyclic test
Steel wheel: 8.0 in. diameter, 1.85 in. wide
158 ± 5 lb. load
120 psi pressure **
50 passes per minute
Maximum speed of the wheel: 1.0 ft/s
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Two parameters are extracted from the HWT tests to evaluate the rutting resistance and
moisture sensitivity of AC mixes: (1) the rut depth at a certain number of load cycles for rutting
resistance and (2) stripping inflection point (SIP), which is the number of passes at which a sudden
increase in the rut depth attributed to the stripping of the binder from aggregates, for moisture
sensitivity. Yin et al. (2020) summarized the temperature and criteria of HWT used by different
state DOTs. Typically, DOTs specify a maximum allowable rut depth of 0.5 in. at 122ºF at a
maximum number of passes that varies with binder PG. Saleh (2020) developed a modified HWT
setup in which the slab specimen is tested in a semi-confined condition (one side of the slab’s mold
is free to move). In that configuration, the AC mixture can experience lateral (shear) deformation
during the primary, secondary, and tertiary phases of deformation. ASTM D8292 standard contains
this modified HWT test setup.
Several recent studies have attempted to analyze the HWT results by developing curve
fitting models for rutting versus the number of loading cycles. Table 2.5 describes the summary of
the recent approaches to characterize the three stages of rutting of the HWT test. Most models
consider three phases for the HWT curve, i.e., post compaction, creep, and stripping phases (Figure
2.4b) similar to the three phases of asphalt layer rutting discussed before. Post compaction phase
consists of densification of the mixture and air voids and usually occurs before 1,000 loading
cycles (Rahman and Hossain, 2014; Yin et al, 2014). The creep phase represents the area of the
curve where rutting increases at a constant rate due to the shear deformation of the mixture. In the
striping phase, the AC mixture’s rutting increases dramatically due to moisture damage.
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Table 2.5: Curve Fitting Approaches for Rutting and Stripping Analysis of HWT’s Mixes.
Reference
Zhou et al., 2004

Curve Fitting Approach
Using an algorithm to determine a
three-stage model and identify
transition points between primary,
secondary, and tertiary stages

Fit Equation
• Primary stage:

RD = aN , N  N PS
b

• Secondary stage:

RD = RDS + c( N − N S ), N S  N  NT
• Tertiary stage:

RD = RDT + d (e

f ( N − NT )

− 1), N  NT

Biligiri et al., 2007;
Saleh, 2020

Francken model

Goh and You, 2009

Using a stepwise increase approach to
find the SIP

1. Sorting the measured rut depth results in an
increasing trend assuming that rutting increases
with the load cycle numbers
2. Measuring rutting rate (RD/N) using the
modified results
3. SIP = where the minimum RD/N is achieved

Yin et al, 2014

• Using a logarithm-power based
equation to fit the HWT curve

 b
RD = a ln
 N 

RD = AN + c(e
B

− 1)

DN

• SIP obtained by the second derivative of the
equation

−1/ c

• SIP obtained by the second derivative of the
equation
Larrain and
Tarefdar, 2016

• Using a Weibull distribution to
develop a Weibull failure rate
function
• This method is effective when the
AC mixture does not enter the
stripping phase

 N − 
RD =
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Variables
• RD= rut depth from HWT
test
• NS, NT = number of loading
cycles corresponding to the
initiation of the secondary
and tertiary stages
• a, b, c, d, and f = regression
coefficients
• RD and N: rut depth and
number of cycles from
HWT test
• A, B, C, and D = regression
coefficients
• RD and N: rut depth and
number of cycles from
HWT test

• RD and N: rut depth and
number of cycles from
HWT test
• a, b, and c are regression
coefficients
• RD and N: rut depth and
number of cycles from
HWT test
• β, η, and γ are regression
coefficients

According to the three phases of HWT test results, several characteristic variables such as
rut depth at a certain number of load cycles, SIP, creep slope, and stripping slope have been used
extensively to represent the rutting and moisture performance of the HWT AC mixture (Izzo and
Tahmoressi, 1991; Rahman and Hossain, 2014; Mohammad et al., 2017; Swiertz et al., 2017;
Tarefder and Hasan, 2018). For instance, Lu and Harvey (2006) recommended SIP of 5,000 cycles,
stripping slope of 0.2 in./cycles, and rut depth of 0.3 in. at 20,000 passes as the pass/fail criteria
for the HWT test. Several researchers have developed rutting parameters such as rutting resistance
index (RRI) to better correlate the AC mix rutting measured from HWT with field AC layer rutting
(Wen et al., 2016; Walubita et al., 2014, 2019, 2020; Yin et al., 2020).
2.3.2: APA Test
APA is a modified version of Georgia Loaded Wheel Tester (GLWT) developed by the
Georgia Department of Transportation and was first manufactured in 1996 by Pavement
Technology, Inc. (Cooley et al., 2000; Kandhal and Cooley, 2003). Table 2.4 contains detailed
information about APA. In this test, cylindrical or slab asphalt specimens which are compacted to
7% nominal air voids are placed in a dry hot condition (high-performance binder PG grade). Steel
wheels pass over the pressurized hoses that are placed on top of the specimens and apply a cyclic
linear load to the specimens through pressurized hoses (see Figure 2.4c).
Figure 2.4d shows typical results from APA tests. Asphalt mixes typically do not enter the
tertiary phase before 8000 cycles of APA loading due to the dry testing condition. Generally, APA
rutting corresponding to 8,000 cycles (16,000 passes) of loading is considered in a pass/fail
criterion. Different researchers recommended different maximum rut depth criteria ranging from
0.20 in. to 0.28 in. after 8,000 cycles (Kandhal and Mallick, 1999; Skok et al., 2002; Williams et
al., 2004). Williams et al. (2005) summarized the criteria used by different DOTs. Skok et al.
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(2002) and Williams et al. (2004) suggested using a varied number of APA cycles depending on
the pavement design traffic. Williams et al. (2005) and Kandhal and Cooley (2006) found a good
correlation between the APA and field results from various individual full-scale research projects
such as WesTrack, MnRoad, and the FHWA Accelerated Loading Facility (ALF). Huang et al.
(2017) found that APA induced more rutting than ALF and Model Mobile Load Simulator 3
(MMLS 3) in the same ambient test temperatures.
In addition to the typical APA test condition (i.e., 100 psi, 100 lb, and 147°F), APA has
been used recently used for the evaluation of the airfield pavement by using the test conditions that
simulate the loading and temperature at different airfield facilities. The most common airfield test
conditioning was using a hose pressure and a load of 250 psi and 250 lb., respectively to simulate
the commercial aircraft wheel load (Doyle et al., 2013; Rushing et al., 2013; and Mejías-Santiago
et al., 2014b; Garg et al., 2017, 2018, 2021).
2.4:

ANALYSIS METHODS FOR RUTTING DESIGN OF AC LAYER FOR FLEXIBLE PAVEMENTS
Pavement structure, climate, traffic, and layer material properties are among the most

important parameters that influence the rutting life of a pavement. Permanent deformation appears
when the pavement-induced responses, i.e., stress, strain, and displacements, due to traffic loading
and environmental conditions exceed the pavement structure capacity. Therefore, finding the
realistic pavement responses that are related to the rutting and consider the effects of all parameters
is critical.
Mechanistic-based models that use the elastic layered approach or finite element are used
to determine the responses of the pavement. The linear elastic models are commonly used to
analyze the critical responses of the AC layers (Yoo and Al-Qadi, 2010) because these models are
the simplest and fastest analytical approaches to characterize the behaviors of the flexible
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pavements. In the linear elastic models, the modulus of the pavement material is independent of
the state of the stress applied to the pavement and the material can recover the strain after stress
removal (ARA, 2004). The disadvantage of linear elastic models is that they cannot consider the
stress-dependent nonlinear behavior of the pavement granular layers (Nazarian et al., 1999). In
addition, asphalt material can exhibit time- and temperature-dependent viscoelastic, viscoplastic,
or visco-elasto-plastic behavior under the applied stress which should be reflected in the analytical
models (ARA, 2004, Kim, 2007). Several linear elastic computer programs, such as BISAR,
KENLAYER, and JULEA, have been developed to evaluate pavement responses from multilayer
linear elastic theory in mechanistic solutions (Kim, 2007).
Rutting distress models (transfer functions) are typically used to relate the structure
responses to the rutting life of the pavement and to compensate for the disadvantages of the linear
elastic pavement responses (Huang, 2004; ARA, 2004). Two procedures have been used to limit
the rutting in the pavement structure. The first approach assumes that pavement layers are thick
enough to limit the vertical compressive strain on top of the subgrade. Asphalt Institute rutting
model considers the vertical compressive strain on top of the subgrade, εc (Huang, 2004) using:

N d = f 4 ( c )− f5

(2.1)

where Nd = allowable number of load repetitions to prevent rutting and f4 and f5 = constants
determined from experimental laboratory tests or field performance. The second method limits the
rutting in the AC layer as well as the total structural rutting that is caused by the accumulation of
permanent deformation of each layer using:
n

RD =  ( ip )hi

(2.2)

i =1
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where RD = rutting (permanent deformation), n = number of sublayers, εpi = total plastic strain in
sublayer i, and hi = thickness of sublayer i. The second method is more reasonable especially under
heavy traffic loads (Huang, 2004; Zhou et al., 2008). This method is also called quasi-elastic since
it uses elastic layered theory (linear or nonlinear) to predict the non-elastic responses of the layer.
The principal assumption of the second method is that the plastic strain (εp) is a function of the
elastic state of stress/strain and the number of load repetitions. In other words, this method
estimates the rutting using the elastic theory and the results of plastic strains obtained from
repeated load laboratory tests (Zhou et al., 2008). The response of any material (each layer) must
be experimentally determined from laboratory tests for expected in situ conditions (temperature,
stress state, density, etc., Hu et al., 2011). The widely used MEPDG and VESYS rutting models
that are based on the second method are discussed here.
2.4.1: VESYS Rutting Model
The VESYS rutting model assumes that the permanent strain per loading cycle in a material
is proportional to the resilient strain as shown in Equation 2.3 (Huang, 2004, Hu et al., 2011).

 p (N )
=  N −


(2.3)

where εp (N) = vertical permanent strain at load repetition N, ε = elastic or resilient strain at 200th
repetition, N = load application number, μ and α = material properties depending on stress state,
temperature, etc. The rut depth (RD) for a single layer with thickness of h can be determined from:

RD = h   p = h  

N 1−
1−

(2.4)
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VESYS model uses Equation 2.5 to consider both the elastic compression and the material
permanent deformation properties of layer for each load application (Hu et al., 2011):
N2

RD =  U s+
N1

n −1 N
et
e
2
 sub N − sub +   (U i+ − U i− ) t i N −i
N1
es
es
i =1

(2.5)

where Us+= deflection at top of the subgrade due to single axle load; Ui+ and Ui+= deflection at
top and bottom of layer i due to axle group; et= strain at top of the subgrade due to the axle group;
es= strain at top of the subgrade due to a single axle; μsub and αsub = permanent deformation
parameters of the subgrade; and μs and αi = permanent deformation parameters of layer i.
The advantage of the VESYS rutting model over the MEDPG is that the VESYS model
requires material properties of the AC mixture from laboratory tests. In other words, the VESYS
model requires permanent deformation parameters (μ and α) for each layer to characterize layerspecific permanent deformation properties while the rutting parameters that are used in the
MEPDG rutting model are global, and regardless of HMA mix types do not change (Hu et al.,
2011).
2.4.2: MEPDG Rutting Model
The MEPDG uses a rutting model that is based on a field-calibrated statistical analysis of
the laboratory repeated load permanent deformation tests (ARA, 2004; Von Quintus et al., 2012)
in the form of:

 p =  r Kd 110− k1 T 2k2 N 3k3

(2.6)

where εp = incremental plastic strain at N repetitions of load at mid-depth of AC layer/sublayer
(in./in.); εr = resilient strain of the asphalt material as a function of mix properties, temperature and
rate of loading at mid-depth of AC layer/sublayer (in./in.); N = number of load repetitions of a
specific axle type and load interval within a specific time period; T = temperature at mid-depth of
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AC layer/sublayer within a specific time period (°F); k1, k2, k3 = laboratory-related calibration
coefficients equal to -3.4488, 1.5606, and 0.479244 based on the global calibration effort; β1, β 2,
β 3 = field-related calibration coefficients equal to 1.0, 1.0, and 1.0 based on the global calibration
effort. State DOTs uses local calibration to find the field-related calibration coefficients compatible
to the material, traffic and climate condition of each state; and kd = depth adjustment coefficient
defined as:

K d = (C1 + C2 * D) * 0.328196 D

(2.7)

C1 = −0.1039 * hac2 + 2.4868 * hac − 17.342

(2.8)

C2 = 0.0172 * hac2 − 1.7331* hac + 27.428

(2.9)

where hac = total AC layer thickness (in.); and D = depth below the surface (in.). MEPDG uses
different rutting models for unbound subgrade and granular base layers (see Appendix A).
To consider the effect of different traffic loading types, MEPDG uses the equivalent
number of different axle types, i.e., single, tandem, tridem, and quad in each month for the design
period. They divide the AC layer into sublayers to account for the variation of temperature, aging,
and frequency of loading through the depth of the layer using the enhanced integrated climatic
model (EICM). Dynamic modulus of the AC mixture (|E*|) represents the AC layer stiffness as a
function of loading frequency (traffic speed) and asphalt temperature. A layered elastic analysis
program, JULEA is used to determine vertical strains at mid-depth of the sublayers. Since the
temperature, modulus and traffic distribution varies in the AC layer in each season of the year, the
analysis is repeated for each month. Summing all incremental rut depth through the entire layer
one can obtain the total layer rut depth. Other parameters such as the traffic wandering effect that
are considered in the MEPDG analysis were ignored in this study.
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2.4.3: Discussion about MEPDG Rutting Model
The MEPDG EICM model is usually used for determining the temperature within the AC
layer. Several alternative closed-form models, such as SHRP models (Kennedy et al., 1994) and
BELLS equation (ASTM, 2015), have also been developed to estimate the AC layer temperature
profile. Moreover, most practitioners prefer to assign a single predominant design temperature,
frequency, and their corresponding dynamic modulus to the AC layer/sublayer rather than using a
seasonal distribution of the temperature or traffic that is currently used in MEPDG. Table 2.6
summarizes the recommendations by different researchers for using a single predominant
temperature and frequency for estimating dynamic modulus for asphalt rutting design.
Table 2.6: Recommendations for Predominant Temperature and Frequency for Measuring
Dynamic Modulus for Asphalt Rutting Design.
Research
Witczak et al., 2002
Bhasin et al., 2005
Kim et al., 2005
Garcia and Thompson, 2007
Al-Qadi et al., 2008
Goh et al., 2011
Zelelew et al., 2013
Hu et al., 2014
Walubita et al., 2014, 2019
Mohammad et al., 2017
Nobakht et al., 2017
Nemati et al., 2020

Suggestion for selecting predominant T and f
f =5 Hz, T=130°F
For vehicle speed = 60 mph use f =10 Hz, T=130°F
f =10 Hz, T=130°F
f =10 Hz
For vehicle speed= 8, 24, and 40 km/h use f = 1.5 to 15 Hz
E* @ 102°F and 0.1 Hz
f =5 Hz, T=130°F
f =10 Hz, T=130°F
E* @ f =5 Hz, T=130°F
7-day average maximum air temperature
f =10 Hz
f =1.59 Hz, T=104°F

Cominsky et al. (1994) defined the effective temperature in the SHRP A-407 report as a
single test temperature at which the amount of distress would be equivalent to when considering
each month’s temperature separately throughout the design period. El-Basyouny and Jeong (2009)
developed the following equation to predict the effective temperature (Teff) for the rutting design
of the asphalt pavements:
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Teff = 41.534 − 3.261  ln( Freq ) − 9.021( z ) + 1.11( MAAT )
+1.254( MMAT ) − 1.132( wind ) + 0.337( sunshine) + 0.071( rain)

(2.10)

where Freq = loading frequency (Hz), z = critical depth (in.), MAAT= average mean annual air
temperature (°F), σMMAT= standard deviation of mean monthly air temperature (°F), wind = mean
annual wind speed (mph), sunshine = mean annual percentage sunshine (%), and rain = annual
cumulative rainfall depth (in.).
El-Basyouny and Jeong developed the model by executing the MEPDG model for several
scenarios with different climate and frequency conditions. The effective temperature methodology
was extensively incorporated into the performance-related specification for HMA developed in
NCHRP Project 9-22 (Fugro Consultants, Inc., and Arizona State University, 2011).
In conventional asphalt pavements, the vertical elastic strain increases within the AC layer
from top to bottom. In addition, the vertical elastic strain increases by increasing the AC thickness.
These two phenomena contrast with the field observations (Schwartz et al., 2012). Elastic stresses
and strains at peak load are used in the MEPDG rutting model while rutting is the permanent
deformation remaining after removal of the load. In other words, the residual stresses/strains for
the elastic analysis that is used by MEPDG are zero by definition (Schwartz et al., 2012). The
MEPDG algorithm uses a parameter called depth adjustment coefficient (kd) in the rutting model
(Equation 2.6) to address this issue by adjusting the magnitude and shape of the permanent strain
distribution within the AC layer. Figure 2.5 shows that the application of the adjustment factor kd
forces most of the permanent deformations into the upper portions of the AC layer. Schwartz et
al. (2012) developed an elastoplastic finite element (EPFE) model that accounted for the
accumulation of incremental residual deformations over multiple load cycles. Their EPFE model
also considered the heaving at the edge of the wheel paths which is not considered in the MEPDG
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rutting model. Accordingly, they determined a new depth adjustment coefficient for different
pavement structures.

Figure 2.5: Effect of Depth Adjustment Coefficient on the Calculated Permanent Deformation
from MEPDG Rutting Model for a 6 in. AC Layer (Schwartz et al., 2012).
2.5:

REVIEW OF STUDIES TO HARMONIZE MIX SELECTION WITH PAVEMENT DESIGN
Performance-related specifications (PRS) and performance-based specifications (PBS)

facilitate the use of fundamental theories and laboratory tests in selecting AC mixes for specific
design applications (TRB, 2014; Kim et al., 2015). PRS uses surrogate material and construction
indicators such as volumetric properties of the mixture to predict its fundamental engineering
properties (e.g., Witczak’s dynamic modulus prediction model) that can potentially predict the
performance of the pavement. PBS measures the fundamental engineering properties of the AC
mixture, such as the dynamic modulus and rutting properties, to predict the pavement distresses or
performance considering pavement structure, loading, and environment conditions (TRB, 2018).
The balanced mix design concept is another approach in which the laboratory performance
tests are conducted to balance the rutting and cracking potentials of a mix from laboratory
performance tests (e.g., HWT and OT) to minimize the premature failure of flexible pavements
(Zhou et al., 2006; Barros et al., 2019; Buttlar et al. 2020). Louisiana, Illinois, Texas, California,
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and New Jersey amongst others have used performance-based laboratory tests as their main criteria
for designing AC mixtures (Zaumanis et al., 2018). Several studies have been conducted to design
AC mixtures using PRS or PBS, balance mix design, or the combination of these concepts. Each
agency may have a different approach and understanding of employing PRS and PBS in their AC
mix design processes; however, they mostly use laboratory performance tests as an essential
component in PRS, PBS, or balanced mix design.
Transportation Research Circular E-C189 summarized the recent applications of PBS by
states, such as New Jersey, California, and Texas. That circular provided a review of the concepts
behind the development of PBS for AC mix design, as well as the application of them to the field
projects as described below (TRB, 2014):
•

New Jersey DOT (NJDOT) developed a performance-based mixture design and quality control
program. They defined five asphalt mixtures to be placed on different structures with different
levels of performance requirements:
-

High-performance thin overlay as rut-resistant, leveling course and overlay on top of
bridge decks

-

Binder-rich intermediate course for placement over existing PCC and at the bottom of
an HMA overlay

-

Bridge deck waterproofing surface course as a rut and fatigue resistant layer and
impermeable bridge deck overlay

-

Bottom-rich base course as a fatigue-resistant layer for perpetual pavements

-

High RAP as surface and intermediate course layer

They conducted APA for rutting susceptibility and flexural beam fatigue and OT for cracking
evaluation of the mixtures during the mix design, test strip, and project construction phase.
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Depending on the mixture application, specific test criteria and requirements were proposed to
meet the required performance. The results of their field performance of mixtures revealed that all
five mixtures performed better than the conventional NJDOT asphalt mixtures.
•

California DOT (Caltrans) and the University of California Pavement Research Center
employed PBS mechanistic-empirical design. In their recent experience and case studies, two
long-life rehabilitation strategies using local baseline mixes were evaluated. The first strategy
used full-depth asphalt concrete and the second one placed a thick AC overlay after cracking
and seating the underlying PCC. They conducted beam flexural fatigue test for fatigue/
stiffness, flow number test for permanent deformation, SCB test for fracture energy potential,
and HWT and tensile strength ratio tests for moisture sensitivity evaluation of AC mixtures.
Different performance requirements were proposed for each of the surfaces, intermediate, and
bottom-rich AC layers to address the cracking and rutting problems. They found that
improving the compaction, using stiffer binder (RAP) in thick sections, and using a rich bottom
layer led to a long-life AC design.

•

TxDOT implemented a performance-based mix design system in Texas using OT and HWT
as cracking and rutting tests, respectively. Some field test sections, with and without RAPRAS were constructed throughout Texas to evaluate the effects of the different climate, traffic,
pavement structure, and AC mix material properties on the OT results. Proposing a single OT
cracking requirement for all projects was not possible. A project-specific OT requirement
system rather than a single cracking requirement was suggested to ensure mixes were designed
with acceptable field performance.
In the MEPDG rutting model, materials with higher stiffness exhibit better rutting

resistance. However, the realistic rutting performance of the asphalt mixture should be evaluated
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under laboratory performance tests that simulate traffic loading. Several researchers evaluated and
compared the AC layer rutting performance that is predicted/measured in MEPDG, HWT
performance test, and in the field. Lu and Harvey (2006) showed that HWT may overestimate the
performance of mixes containing the conventional binders and underestimate the performance of
mixes containing polymer-modified. Grebenschikov and Prozzi (2011) revealed that the Level 2
input to the MEPDG rutting model could not accurately rank the rutting performance of different
AC as compared to the HWT test results and recommended calibrating the MEPDG rutting model
against the HWT test results. Zhang et al. (2017) found that the MEPDG model overestimated the
rut depth comparing to the field measurements. Tarefder and Hasan (2018) showed that MEPDG’s
predicted AC rut values were higher than that of the HWT test results. Shirzad et al. (2018) found
that HWT and Pavement ME showed good agreement in the ranking of AC mixes for a hot climate,
but they observed a slight discrepancy in a cold climate. Radhakrishnan et al. (2018) found a good
correlation between the wheel tracking rut depth and field rut depth of mixes with similar
laboratory and in-place air void contents. Zhang et al. (2021) demonstrated that HWT generally
underestimated the rutting performance of the mixes in comparison to their behavior in the field
when the typical HWT rut depth criterion such as rut depth at 20,000 passes was used. Abdelfattah
et al. (2021) indicated that since the Ontario local calibration coefficients under-predicted the
measured AC layer rutting, they used the HWT results to calibrate the Ontario MEPDG rut model.
Several researchers have recommended conducting the HWT tests in multiple temperatures
or wheel speeds to simulate better the rutting behavior of the AC layer in the field. Walubita et al.
(2014, 2016) recommended conducting HWT at 122°F, 131°F, and 140°F for pavements that
experience field temperature higher than 140°F. They suggested testing HWT at a lower speed (35
passes/min) for mixes to be placed in low-speed roads such as intersections.
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Williams et al. (2004) developed laboratory performance testing criteria and construction
specifications for AC mix design to accompany existing Superpave mix design criteria in
Michigan. They considered PBS to design and construct an AC pavement that will provide a
required level of performance. The rut depth and the number of load cycles from APA tests were
converted empirically to actual pavement rut depth and ESALs. They mentioned that it might not
be feasible to rest on a rut prediction model based upon APA data given the variability in APA
cycles to failure and ESALs to rutting predicted by the empirical rut prediction model. Kandhal
and Cooley (2006) and Williams et al. (2005) also verified that it was generally not possible to
predict field rut depths from APA rut depths on a specific project using empirical relationships
developed on projects with different geographical locations and traffic.
Fugro Consultants, Inc. and Arizona State University (2011) developed a Quality-Related
Specification Software (QRSS) as part of the NCHRP Project 9-22. Their QRSS employed a
comprehensive database of spreadsheet pre-solved solutions of the MEPDG to predict the rutting
and cracking of the asphalt pavement from the asphalt binder, aggregate, and mixture volumetric
properties. QRSS used Witczak’s predictive equations to estimate the dynamic modulus of the AC
mixture from the volumetric and materials properties and then relate the dynamic modulus to the
rutting and fatigue life of the pavement. During construction, their developed simplified MEPDG
could be used to predict the pavement performance from the lot or sub-lot quality assurance data
of the contractor to determine the pay factor.
Zhang et al. (2017) developed the following model to predict the field AC rutting based on
the results of the HWT, pavement structure, climate, and traffic information.

Field _ measured rut depth ( in.) = −0.0489776 − 0.062497  ln ( RRI )
+0.11943  ln  pavement age ( months ) + 0.018386  ln ( AADTT )
+0.043839  ln  HMA thickness ( mm ) + 0.086717ln   overlay thickness ( mm ) .
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(2.11)

They developed the model by comparing the rutting results of 51 field pavements with the HWT
test results of the AC mixes from that 51 field pavements. Among several parameters, RRI,
pavement age, and AADTT had the highest impact on the rut depth.
Zhu et al. (2017) developed the following shear-based rutting model for AC layers using
the results of uniaxial penetration test for shear measurement, wheel tracking test, APT, and field
calibration:
n

Rd = 0.4888(1 + Lp )10
i =1

−7.6422

 Ti

3.7586




0.1183 
 1 + 509.042V

N

 i 
0.6256
 [ i ] 

0.85358

(2.12)

where Rd = rutting depth; LP = upheave coefficient; α, λ, φ, β, γ, δ, ρ = regression coefficients; V
= loading speed, kilometer per hour; n = number of sublayers; Ti = effective temperature at
sublayer i, °C; N = loading times; τi = shear stress in sublayer i, MPa; [τ]i = shear strength in
sublayer i, MPa. They used a new temperature processing method based on the effective
temperature (Teff) parameter developed by El-Basyouny and Jeong (2009) to consider the effect of
temperature on the shear stress of the AC layer/sublayers. In the modified new method, months
with the average temperature above 32°F were included for measuring Teff and ESALs. The
variations in the speed among the wheel tracking device, APT, and field data were evaluated to
include the loading frequency impact in the model. Shear stress in the AC layer/sublayers and
shear strength of the AC mixture were used in their asphalt material design and pavement structure
design, respectively.
Kim et al. (2015) developed a simplified PBS for asphalt pavements in Louisiana. They
investigated the cracking and rutting performance of nine field projects in Louisiana by conducting
SCB, HWT, and IDT |E*| tests on the field cores. They recommended SCB and HWT tests for
predicting the cracking and rutting performance of the asphalt pavement. They suggested the HWT
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rut depths of 0.24 in. or less and 0.40 in. or less as the tentative target quality limits for Louisiana
asphalt pavements with traffic Level 2 and Level 1, respectively.
Von Quintus and Hall (2016) presented an integrating asphalt mixture and structural design
procedure and explained some of the benefits and issues related to that approach. They
recommended including torture tests such as HWT and dynamic modulus tests in conjunction with
the MPEDG structure design to have an optimized mix and structure design.
Wu et al. (2019) developed a design flowchart for projects that are based on PRS in
California. The developed flowchart provided different alternatives to contractors for decisionmaking regarding the required changes to AC mix designs during the construction for improving
the rutting and fatigue performance of AC mixture and to meet PRS requirements. They considered
the fatigue and rutting resistance as well as stiffness test parameters as the mechanistic
performance indicators for pavement structure design. They conducted the repeated simple shear
test at constant height (AASHTO T 320C) and repeated load triaxial tests (AASHTO T 378) to
evaluate the rutting performance of the mixes. They recommended using stiffer and/or polymer
modified binder, increasing the RAP content, reducing the binder content and dust content, and
using more crushed aggregates as the certain adjustments for improving the rutting performance
of the asphalt pavement.
Ghanbari et al. (2020) developed a methodology to predict the rutting life of the AC layer
considering the effect of pavement structure, climate, material properties, and traffic loading. The
results of the stress sweep rutting test (SSR) were used as an input for a three-dimensional finite
element program called FlexPAVETM (Wang et a., 2021) to predict the rutting life of asphalt
pavements under the moving loads using the temperature data generated by EICM.
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Zhang et al. (2021) used a similar database that they used in Zhang et al. (2017) to predict
the field AC rutting based on the results of the HWT. They found the pavement age, number of
high-temperature hours, AADTT, and HWT rut depth as the significant parameters for their
prediction model. For the 50 field test sections that they investigated, the test cycle at which the
HWT rut depth equals the field rut depth was typically less than 5,000 passes.
This section presented a review of different aspects of AC mix rutting design and
performance tests, flexible pavement rutting design approaches, and recent approaches for
harmonizing the AC mix selection and pavement structure design focusing on the rutting
performance. Current AC mix rutting performance test specifications are based on the criteria and
indices which are independent of the pavement structure. Many attempts have been made for better
simulation of the laboratory AC mix design using the field validation of laboratory tests. Despite
the recent advancements, the development of a strategy and framework is needed to predict the
rutting life of a designed AC layer from the laboratory rutting performance tests considering the
effect of different structures, material properties, environment temperature, and traffic levels.
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Chapter 3: Parametric Study for Rutting Evaluation of Pavement’s AC Layers and Wheel
Tracking Test’s Specimens
This chapter summarizes the findings from analytical and statistical results of linear elastic
analysis of thousands of possible pavement structures to figure out the effect of pavement structure,
i.e., layers thickness and modulus, on the AC layer’s vertical stress/strain responses. The HWT
and APA test specimens were also analyzed similarly in the linear elastic mode to comprehend the
effect of different wheel tracking tests, test conditions and loading, and AC mix specimens on
vertical stress/strain responses of the mixes.
3.1:

EFFECT OF PAVEMENT STRUCTURE ON AC LAYER RUTTING
Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1 describe the pavement structure, the details of the applied dual

tire loading, and the locations of the pavement responses that were analyzed. The critical location
(where the compressive stress/strain is maximum) is a function of wheel load configuration and is
not generally similar for all the axles and tires combinations and configurations. For the current
study, a layered elastic analysis program, BISAR, was used to determine the magnitude of the
maximum compressive vertical strains within the depth of AC layers (from the surface to the
bottom of the AC layer at 5% depth intervals) under a standard 18-kip single axle dual tire load
(120 psi tire pressure). Pavement responses at the middles of dual tires and the middle and edges
of tires were calculated. Equivalent circular tire footprints with a radius of 3.5 in. were used
according to Tielking and Abraham. (1994) and Fernando et al. (2006) recommendations for
conventional 11R22.5 truck tires. Having the modulus and Poisson’s ratio (μ) of layers, BISAR
uses the following equation to calculate the vertical strain (εAC-z) within the depth of the AC layer:

 AC − z =

1
E*

( z −  x −  y )

(3.1)

where |E*| = dynamic modulus, σz = vertical stress, and σx, σy = horizontal stress in the x, y plane.
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Table 3.1: Pavement Structure Parameters and Loading Features for Rutting Analysis.
Feature

Layer
AC
Thickness
Base
(in.)
Subgrade
AC
Elastic Modulus
Base
(ksi)
Subgrade
Total number of possible structure cases
(combination of variables)
Feature of Dual Tires Used in BISAR
Each Tire Load (lb)
Each Tire Contact Pressure (psi)
Each Tire Radius (in.)
Tires center to center spacing (in.)

Variables
2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ,10, 11, 12
6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18
50, 100
50, 100, 200, 300, 500, 700, 1000
30, 50, 100, 200, 500
5, 15, 30, 50
29,400
Selected Value
4500
120
3.5
12

Figure 3.1: Pavement Structure and the Applied Load for the Parametric Study.
A MATLAB program was used to execute the BISAR linear elastic computer program for
thousands of flexible pavement structures with different combinations of thickness and moduli of
layers. Typical AC layer thickness of 2 in. to 12 in., the base thickness of 6 in. to 18 in., and
subgrade thickness of 50 in. and 100 in. were used. In conventional pavements, base modulus
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typically varies between 30 ksi to 70 ksi while in semi-rigid pavements stiffer base layers with a
modulus of greater than 100 ksi were used. In this study, base modulus of 30 ksi to 500 ksi and
subgrade modulus of 5 ksi to 50 ksi were incorporated.
Because most of the AC layer rutting occurs at high pavement temperature, the dynamic
moduli of the AC layer corresponding to the critical temperatures and frequency of loading were
used for the structural analysis. Several recommendations for using a single predominant
frequency of loading and temperature for estimating the dynamic modulus of mixes for rutting
analysis were shown in Table 2.6. A critical temperature of 100°F to 130°F and frequency of 5 Hz
to 10 Hz were recommended by different researchers. The MEPDG recommends using Table 3.2
for the typical vehicle speeds and their corresponding loading frequencies at mid-depth of the AC
layer when enough data is not available. Depending on the thickness of the AC layer, MEPDG
recommends using loading frequencies of 10 Hz to 95 Hz for the AC layers at interstate and state
primary road pavements where vehicles operate at high speed (more than 45 mph).
Dynamic moduli of 28 different AC mixes related to 23 in-service pavement sections with
different pavement structures, traffic, and climate conditions were evaluated. The dynamic
modulus (E*) tests were conducted per AASHTO standard method T 342 at 40oF, 70oF, 100oF,
and 130oF and loading frequencies of 25 Hz, 10 Hz, 5 Hz, 1 Hz, 0.5 Hz, and 0.1 Hz. The dynamic
modulus master curves at a reference temperature of 70°F were constructed using the following
equation to determine the dynamic moduli at the desired temperature and frequency of loading:

log E * =  +


1+ e

(3.2)

 − log f r

where, |E∗| = dynamic modulus (psi); α, β, δ, γ = fitting coefficients, and fr = reduced frequency
(Hz) obtained from:
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log fr = log f + (a1T + a2 )

(3.3)

where, f = loading frequency at test temperature; a1, a2 = fitting coefficients; and T = test
temperature (°F).
The dynamic modulus of the mixes at two test temperatures of 100°F and 130°F and two
loading frequencies of 10 Hz and 95 Hz were statistically analyzed. Figure 3.2 shows that 92
percentile of the dynamic modulus of typical interstate and state primary roads AC mixes at
predominant temperatures and loading frequencies were ranged between 50 ksi to 1000 ksi that
were used for the pavement structural analysis of the current study.
Table 3.2: MEPDG Recommendations for Selecting Vehicle Operating Speed and Frequency of
Loading at AC layer (ARA, 2004).
Type of Road
Facility
Interstate
State Primary
Urban Street
Intersection

Estimated frequency at mid-depth of AC layer (Hz)
Operating
Representative
Thin HMA Layer
Thick HMA Layers
Speed
HMA Layer
Wearing Surface
Binder/Base
(mph)
(4-12 in)
(1 – 3 in)
(3 – 12 in)
60
15-40
45-95
10-25
45
10-30
35-70
15-20
15
5-10
10-25
5-10
0.5
0.1-0.5
0.5-1.0
0.1-0.25

Figure 3.2: Range of Typical Dynamic Modulus (E*) of AC Mixes at Field’s Predominate
Temperature and Frequency of Loading.
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The critical location that causes the maximum vertical compressive strain/stress within the
AC layer was investigated. Figure 3.3 shows the average vertical strain and stress (εz and σz) of
the pavement structures at different x-coordinates (distance from the middle of dual tires) and zcoordinates (AC depth percentage). Each point represents the average response of the different AC
layers at the specific x-z coordinate. Negative and positive values represent the tensile and
compressive behaviors, respectively. The maximum compressive strains and stresses happened
under the center of each tire (X = 6.0 in.) at the 20% to 50% depth and the surface of the AC layers,
respectively.

(a) εz

(b) σz
Figure 3.3: Vertical Strain/Stress (εz/σz) at different Depths of AC Layers of Different Pavements
and different Distances (X) from the Middle of Dual Tires.
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MEPDG recommends using a sublayering method for rutting analysis of the AC layers. A
simplified method, i.e., using a single AC layer (no sublayering) with a representative modulus
(E*design) was used in which vertical compressive strain at mid-depth of AC layer (εd) represents
the accumulation of the vertical strains that are used in MEPDG sublayering method. Thousands
of pavement structures showed in Table 3.1 were investigated. Figure 3.4 shows how different AC
layers with different thicknesses were converted to sublayers. Figure 3.5 demonstrates that the
vertical strain at mid-depth of AC layer can represent the accumulation of vertical strains at middepth of AC sublayers (MEPDG method) in the linear elastic model with reasonably low error.

Figure 3.4: Sublayers used for the AC Layers with Different Thicknesses.

Figure 3.5: Comparing Single AC Layer with Predominant Modulus with MEPDG Sublayering
Method for Analyzing the AC Layer’s Rutting in Linear Elastic Model.
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Figure 3.6 shows the distribution of vertical strains/stress of the AC layers at different x
coordinates at mid-depth of the AC layer. The compressive vertical strain ranged between 9 µstrain
to 1880 µstrain and vertical compressive stress ranged between 35 psi to 122 psi for the 29400
different pavement structures. The wide range of strain is due to the different modulus and
thickness of layers that were used in the analysis. Figure 3.7 shows the Pearson coefficients of
correlation (R) between the compressive vertical strain and stress at the mid-depth of the AC layer
and the pavement structure parameters (i.e., thickness and modulus of the layers). AC layer
modulus and thickness are the main structural parameters that control the compressive strain and
stress in the AC layer, respectively. While the modulus and thickness of AC layers negatively
correlate with the strain/stress in the AC layer, increasing the base modulus causes an increase in
the compressive strain/stress of the AC layer.
Figure 3.8a compares the effect of AC layer thickness and modulus on the vertical strain
at the mid-depth AC layer of different pavements. The error bars correspond to ±1 standard
deviations of the measurements. The maximum vertical strain happens when an AC layer with a
thickness of 3 in. to 5 in. is used. Figure 3.8 shows that using AC layers with a modulus of greater
than 200 ksi at a high temperature can improve the rutting performance of the AC layer
significantly.

(a) εz
(b) σz
Figure 3.6: Vertical Strain/Stress (εz/σz) at mid-depth of AC Layers of 29,400 Different
Pavements and at different Distances (X) from the middle of Dual Tires.
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Figure 3.7: Correlation between Compressive Vertical Strain at the Mid-Depth of AC Layer and
the Pavement Structure Parameters.

(a) εz at Mid-Depth of AC Layer
(b) εz within the Depth of AC Layer
Figure 3.8: Effect of AC Layer Thickness and Modulus on the AC Layer Vertical Strain (εz).
Figure 3.9 shows a decision tree classifier (a data mining method) that was developed to
recognize the pavement structures with different AC layer’s compressive strain performance. The
decision tree (DT) model is a tree-shaped diagram that represents the several decision paths to
classify a dataset using a structure that includes decision nodes, branches, and leaf nodes. A
decision node represents a condition that is applied to an attribute (here pavement structure
parameters), a branch corresponds to the result of a condition on the attribute, and a leaf node (or
terminal node) represents a class label as the final prediction (Zhou et al., 2011; Shokrekhodaei et
al., 2021). In the current study, six attributes (HAC, HBase, HSub, EAC, EBase, and ESub) that correspond
to the thickness (H) and moduli (E) of the AC, base, and subgrade layers were used.
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Figure 3.9: Decision Tree for Selecting the Pavements Structures (among the 29,400 Different
Pavements) with Different AC Layer’s Compressive Vertical Strain Performance.
Six classes from A to F were defined where Class A included the pavement structures with
the lowest vertical compressive strain at the mid-depth of AC layers (εz < 50 µstrain) and Class F
comprised the pavement structures with the worst performance (εz >700 µstrain).
The top node in the decision tree which represents the entire data set was divided into
several nodes and leaves based on a condition that was applied on an attribute, e.g., EAC <250 ksi,
where 250 ksi is an intensity value for the attribute EAC. An optimal attribute condition is defined
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as a condition that divides a single node into two nodes with the highest possible purity. The purity
of a node was determined by calculating the entropy of the data set S within that node as below
(Boonchuay et al., 2017)
c

Entropy ( S ) = − pi log 2 ( pi )

(3.4)

i =1

where pi is the probability of ith class’s data points are within the subset S, and c is the total number
of classes. The purest node has an entropy equal to 0 which happens when all of the node data
points belong to the same class.
Two hyperparameters, i.e., maximum depth of a tree (MDT) and the minimum number of
samples required to split a decision node (MNSS) were used to improve the accuracy of the
predictive performance of the DT model and to control the level of complexity of the tree. For the
current study, MDT values of 2, 3, and 4 and MNSS values of 100, 250, 500, and 1000 were used.
A total of 29,400 pavement structures were divided into the training (85% of the data) and
the testing datasets (15% of the data). The decision tree classifier was built for each possible
combination of the two hyperparameter values. The 10-fold Cross-validation (CV) technique was
used to find the best values for the two hyperparameters that result in the best fit to the dataset.
The prediction accuracy of each classifier was calculated by averaging the values of the Jaccard
similarity coefficient (ratio of the number of correct predicted values to the total number of
predicted values) for the 10 CV validation sets. The optimal values for the MDT and MNSS were
determined to be 4 and 1000, respectively to ensure a DT classifier with a prediction accuracy of
more than 92% and relatively low complexity of the tree.
Figure 3.9 shows that the modulus and thickness of the AC layer were the main pavement
structure parameters that control the compressive vertical strain in the AC layer which is in
agreement with the R correlation values that were shown in Figure 3.7. Using an AC layer with
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the representative modulus (E*design) of greater than 600 ksi results in the smallest compressive
vertical strain in the AC layer (Category A and B). On the contrary, using AC layers with E*design
of less than 150 ksi cause the highest compressive vertical strain in the AC layer (Category E and
F).
3.2:

ANALYZING WHEEL TRACKING RUTTING TESTS
The HWT and APA tests are typically conducted at a high temperature where the AC

mixture behaves as a viscoelastic/plastic material. Analyzing the stress-strain performance of AC
mixes using the numerical viscoelastic-viscoplastic constitutive models can be more realistic while
is time-consuming and complicated. In this section, the vertical stress-strain behavior of HWT and
APA tests specimens were analyzed in the linear elastic mode to be consistent with the multilayerlinear elastic analysis that was performed on the pavement AC layers.
Table 3.3 compares the parameters that were used for analyzing the HWT and APA tests.
The HWT is typically conducted at lower temperature and loading speed in comparison to the
APA test. The HWT specimen which is 0.5 in. thinner than the APA specimen is loaded with a
steel wheel while the APA test uses a pressurized rubber hose to transfer the load to the specimen.
In both tests, specimens are confided peripherally by a solid mold.
As shown in Figure 3.10, the HWT or APA test specimens were modeled as small-scale
pavement structures. The HWT specimen was modeled as a 2.5-in.-thick AC layer subjected to a
158 lb wheel load at a 120 psi pressure over a rigid steel foundation (modulus of 29000 ksi). The
APA specimen was modeled as a 3.0-in.-thick AC layer subjected to a typical 100 lb wheel load
at a 100 psi pressure over a rigid steel foundation.
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Table 3.3: Details of the HWT and APA Tests Used for the Parametric Study*.

Loading
Details

Variable

Hamburg Wheel Tracking
(HWT)

Wheel type

• Steel wheel

Wheel/hose
dimension

• 8.0 in. diameter
• 1.85 in. wide

Wheel load
Estimated wheel
contact pressure
Estimated contact
area

158 lb.

Asphalt Pavement Analyzer
(APA)
• Aluminum wheel on a
pressurized rubber hose
• Rubber hose size:
o Inside diameter = 0.74 in.
o Outside diameter = 1.16 in.
100 lb.

120 psi **

100 psi

1.5 in.2 (radius = 0.49 in.)

1.0 in.2 (radius = 0.56 in.)

• 50 passes per minute
• 60 passes per minute
• 1.0 ft/s
• 2.0 ft/s
Test temperature
122°F
147°F
• 6.0 in. diameter
• 6.0 in. diameter
Specimens Size
• 2.5 in. height
• 3.0 in. height
*Information about the HWT tests was extracted from Yildirim and Stokoe (2006) and AASHTO T 324.
APA test information was extracted from Kandhal and Cooley (2003) and AASHTO T 340.
** HWT contact pressure was measured by dividing the wheel load (158 lb) by the measured wheel
footprint (1.85 in. * 0.71 in.) on the specimens at 122°F.
Wheel load speed

(a) HWT
(b) APA
Figure 3.10: HWT and APA Test Models for the Parametric Study.
The representative dynamic modulus of the HWT and APA (E*HWT and E*APA)
corresponded to the test temperature (typically THWT = 122°F and TAPA = 147°F) and the frequency
of loading at mid-depth of the test specimen. The Odemark method of thickness equivalency was
used to determine the typical APA and HWT mix’s frequency of loading (fHWT and fAPA). MEPDG
also uses the Odemark method to measure the loading frequency in the AC layer (ARA, 2003)
although some researchers questioned the accuracy of the Odemark method (Al-Qadi et al., 2008;
Underwood and Kim, 2009; Ulloa et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2021). According to the Odemark
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method, the loading frequency at the desired depth is a function of the traffic type (axle
configuration), speed of the vehicle, pavement structure, and depth of interest (ARA, 2003).
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show how the Odemark method transforms the pavement layers into a single
subgrade layer system. This method assumes that vertical stress that is applied from the tire to the
pavement distributes at 45° through the transformed structure. The Odemark method used the
below equation to measure the loading frequency in the AC layer:

f =

1

(3.5)

t

where f = frequency of loading (Hz) and t = time of loading (second) and is calculated from:

t=

Leff

(3.6)

17.6  V

where V = traffic speed and Leff = effective length of the stress pulse (in.). Leff at a specific depth
under the wheel load is a function of the axle configuration. For the single axle:

Leff = 2  (ac + Zeff )

(3.7)

where Zeff = effective length and ac = radius of contact area. Figure 3.10 shows the effective length
computation method for single axle load.

Figure 3.11: Odemark Method of Thickness Equivalency (After ARA, 2003).
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Figure 3.12: Stress Distribution through Soil Depth and Effective Length Computation for Single
Axle Load Configuration (After ARA, 2003).
Table 3.4 shows an example of using the Odemark method for estimating the fHWT and fAPA.
Since APA test loading speed is about twice the HWT test speed, greater loading frequency is
induced in the APA test specimen. Dynamic modulus master curves of the 28 plant-produced
mixes that were discussed earlier were used in the Odemark method to measure the typical fHWT
and fAPA in a trial and error process. For all the 28 different mixes, fHWT were between 6 Hz to 8 Hz
and fAPA were between 15 Hz to 17 Hz.
Table 3.4: Calculating the fHWT and fAPA from the Odemark Method*.
Specimen Subgrade
V
ac
Leff
Zeff
t
f
T
E1 = E*
Test thickness, modulus,
(mph)
(in.)
(in.)
(in.)
(s)
(Hz)
(°F)
(ksi)
h1 (in.)
ESG (ksi)
HWT
2.5
29,000
0.68
0.65
1.68
0.19 0.14
7.1
122
106
3.0
1.36
APA
29,000
0.56
1.46
0.17 0.06 16.4
147
41
* The V, ac, Leff, Zeff , t, and f were defined before in Equations 3.5 through 3.7. The h1, E1, and ESG were
described in Figures 3.11 and 3.12.
The dynamic modulus of the 28 mixes at THWT (122°F) and fHWT (6 Hz to 8 Hz) for HWT
specimens and TAPA (147°F) and fAPA (15 Hz to 17 Hz) for APA specimens were calculated using
their dynamic master curve. The E*HWT and E*APA were between 50 ksi and 350 ksi and 30 ksi and
200 ksi, respectively. The similar AC mixes had 50% ± 8% less modulus under the APA test
condition in comparison to the HWT test that can be related to the higher APA test temperature.
Figure 3.13 shows the vertical compressive strains at different depths of the HWT and APA
specimens under their relevant testing load conditions (see Figure 3.10). The dynamic modulus
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range of 20 ksi to 500 ksi was used to incorporate all the possible typical E*HWT and E*APA values
in the analysis. The compressive strains increases from top to about 0.5 in. depth of the HWT and
APA specimens where it became maximum and then decreased within the depth. For an AC mix
with a dynamic modulus of less than 80 ksi, the modulus of the mix has a significant effect on the
maximum compressive strain while mixes with modulus greater than 80 ksi had a comparable
maximum vertical strain.

(a) HWT
(b) APA
Figure 3.13: Effect of HWT and APA Test Load Conditions on the Specimens Vertical Strain.
A power function, i.e., εz = a(E*)-1 can relate the modulus of the HWT or APA mixes (E*,
ksi) to the compressive strain at different depth of the specimens (εz, µε). Table 3.5 illustrates the
calculated scaling factor coefficient, a, for the HWT and APA tests. The a values shown in Table
3.5 indicate that for mixes with comparable moduli under the HWT and APA test conditions (i.e.,
E*HWT = E*APA), the compressive strain induced in the APA test is generally smaller. However, as
shown earlier, AC mixtures typically have about 50% lower modulus under the APA test condition
than the HWT test (i.e., E*HWT = 2E*APA) which results in higher compressive strain in APA
specimen. Considering that E*HWT = 2E*APA, for a similar AC mixture, the compressive strain at
the surface, 0.5 in., 1.0 in., mid-depth, and bottom of the HWT specimen become about 66%, 59%,
39%, 1% and -9% less than the APA specimen, respectively.
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Table 3.5: Predicting the Compressive Strain within the Depth of APA and HWT Specimens
from the Dynamic Modulus of the Mixture.
a*
2
Depth %

HWT
0%
53093
10%
83655
20%
82564
30%
65940
40%
50071
50%
38228
60%
29908
70%
23909
80%
19318
90%
15030
100%
10304
* “a” is the scaling factor coefficient from εz = a(E*)-1.

3.3:

APA
44189
73056
58646
39616
27054
19396
14591
11395
9042
6973
4700

R

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

COMPARING THE WHEEL TRACKING TEST SPECIMENS WITH PAVEMENT AC LAYERS
Vertical strains at different depths of the APA and HWT test specimens with a wide range

of dynamic moduli (20 ksi to 500 ksi) were compared to the vertical strains of two categories of
pavements. The first category consisted of pavement with thin to intermediate AC layer thickness
(i.e., 2 in. to 5 in.), and the second category comprised of thick AC layer thickness (i.e., 5.5 in. to
12 in.). In both categories, thousands of pavement structures with different ranges of thickness and
modulus of base and subgrade layers and different ranges of AC layer modulus (see Table 3.1)
were used for the pavement AC layer analysis.
Figure 3.14 shows the average of the vertical strain measurements at different depths of
the APA and HWT tests specimens and pavement AC layers. The error bars correspond to ±1
standard deviations of the measurements. The highest amount of vertical strain in the APA and
HWT specimens and the thick AC layers happens at the top 10% to 25% depth of the
specimens/AC layers while the thin/intermediate AC layer’s vertical strain is accumulated at middepth and bottom portion of the layer. The range of vertical strain at top 10% to 25% depth of the
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APA and HWT specimens was about 100 µε to 3600 µε and for AC layers were between -300 µε
and 1800 µε (the negative values means that the AC layer underwent a tension strain). The range
of vertical strain at 50% depth of the APA and HWT specimens was about 50 µε to 2000 µε and
for AC layers were between 10 µε and 1800 µε. In other words, depending on the pavement
structure and AC mix properties, an AC layer can experience 200 times less to 40 times more
vertical strain than its corresponding AC mixture can experience under the wheel tracking test.

(a) Thin and Intermediate AC layers

(b) Thick AC layers

(c) HWT Specimens
(d) APA Specimens
Figure 3.14: Comparing the Vertical Strain at Different Depth of Wheel Tracking Test
Specimens and Different Pavement’s AC layer.
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Chapter 4: Proposed Harmonized Rutting Methodology
Figure 4.1 presents a framework for incorporating the wheel tracking test (HWT or APA)
results into the ME pavement design based on the assumption that the AC mixture used in the
pavement has a power function rutting trend like the rutting trend it exhibits under the wheel
tracking test in the primary stage of the rutting-loading curve (see Figure 4.2). This assumption is
applicable when the average tire contact pressure induced in the field (i.e., 100 psi to 120 psi) is
similar to HWT or APA contact pressure (i.e., 120 or 100 psi, respectively) and the test is
conducted at a temperature close to the representative effective temperature (Teff) of the location
that is going to be paved.
The proposed power rutting model is inspired by the PavementME rutting model and
incorporates the coefficients n1, n2, and n3 in which n1 is constant and equal to the k1 value used in
PavementME (i.e., n1= -3.445). The n2 and n3 coefficients change depending on the results
obtained from the wheel tracking tests and the environmental, structural, and material
characteristics of the AC layer. Equations 4.1 and 4.2 provided later in this chapter show that the
scaling factor of the power fit to the wheel tracking test incorporates the effects of temperature,
structure, and material characteristics on the rutting performance of the AC in n2. The power term
of the fit to the wheel tracking results represents the effect of traffic volume in n3.
As shown in Figure 4.1, the first step is selecting an initial AC mix and assigning thickness
and modulus to each layer comparable with given design traffic (Ndesign_input) and climatic
condition, as normally done during structural design. The conduction of the dynamic modulus tests
on the selected AC mixture is strongly encouraged to obtain rigorously and accurately its
representative modulus.
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In the second step, the vertical strains at mid-depth of the HWT or APA specimen (εHWT or
εAPA) and the corresponding AC layer (εd) under their relevant loading conditions are determined
numerically. The HWT specimen is modeled as a 2.5-in.-thick AC layer subjected to a 158 lb.
wheel load at a 120 psi pressure over a rigid steel foundation. The APA specimen is modeled as a
3.0-in.-thick AC layer subjected to a typical 100 lb. wheel load at a 100 psi pressure over a rigid
steel foundation. The representative dynamic modulus of the wheel tracking test specimens, i.e.,
HWT or APA (E*WTT = E*HWT or E*APA) should correspond to the test temperature (typically 122°F
for HWT and 147°F for APA) and a frequency of about 5 Hz for HWT and 15 Hz for APA tests.
The frequency of loading at the mid-depth of the APA and HWT (fAPA and fHWT) can be estimated
using the Odemark method (ARA 2003).
The AC layer within the pavement structure under design is, in turn, subjected to a single
axle dual tire loading of 80 kN (18 kips) with certain tire pressure (say 120 psi) to estimate the
vertical strain at the mid-depth of the AC layer. The AC layer representative design modulus
(E*design) is determined at the representative effective temperature (Teff) and frequency of loading
(feff) at the mid-depth of the AC layer using El-Basyouny and Jeong (2009) equation and Odemark
method (ARA 2003), respectively. Teff is a single temperature at which the amount of distress
would be equivalent to when considering each month’s temperature separately throughout the
design period.
In the third step, the permanent deformation results from the HWT or APA and pavement
structure are harmonized by using a similar power function rutting model. Figure 4.2 illustrates
the proposed HWT and APA curve fitting methods to represent the permanent deformation
behavior of the AC layer in the field. Typically, well-designed AC mixes only experience the
primary and small secondary rutting during the wheel tracking test. However, significant
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secondary and tertiary rutting may happen for rut susceptible mixes. In the field, the AC layer may
experience secondary rutting, especially in the heavily trafficked road pavements in harsh climates
while the tertiary rutting rarely occurs. Therefore, a power function before the inflection point (IP)

Figure 4.1: Flow Chart of Proposed Methodology.
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(a) When IP Exist in the Test Results: Typically Happens in HWT Test

(b) When IP Does Not Exist in the Test Results: Typically Happens in APA Test and WellDesigned Mixes in HWT Test
Figure 4.2: Proposed Curve Fitting for Wheel Tracking Test Results to Resemble the Field AC
Rutting.
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better simulates the field rutting. The IP of the curve (if any) is determined by using the second
derivative of the Francken model recommended by Biligiri et al. (2007). Equation 4.1 shows the
power function and its equivalent parameters to predict the rut depth of HWT or APA specimens
before IP:
bWTT
n1
n2 n3
RDBIP = aWTT NWTT
_ BIP = WTT 10 TWTT NWTT _ BIP * hWTT

(4.1)

where RDBIP = rut depth of HWT or APA specimen before IP (in.); NWTT_BIP = number of the wheel
tracking test (HWT or APA) wheel passes before IP; aWTT = scaling factor of the power fit from
the wheel tracking test (HWT or APA); bWTT = power value of the wheel tracking test (HWT or
APA) fit; εWTT = vertical strain at mid-depth of the wheel tracking test (HWT or APA) specimen;
n1, n2, n3 = calibration coefficients (n1 = -3.45 and n3 = bWTT); TWTT = wheel tracking test
temperature (122°F for HWT and 147°F for APA); and hWTT = wheel tracking test specimen
thickness (2.5 in. for HWT and 3.0 in. for APA).
From Equation 4.1 and knowing that n3 = bWTT, n2 that considers the effect of the
temperature (TWTT) and structure (εWTT and hWTT) on rutting of AC mixture can be obtained from:

n2 = log

TWTT


aWTT

n1
h
 WTT 10 WTT






(4.2)

The PavementME and VESYS rutting models can be idealized as a power function similar
to the HWT power function in which the scaling factor of the power function represents the effect
of resilient strain and temperature. The proposed power value is 0.48 in MEPDG (ARA 2004)
while is between 0.23 and 0.29 in the VESYS model (Hu et al. 2014). Based on the HWT results
from a diverse range of mixes, the power parameter generally varies between 0.25 and 0.60,
confirming the reasonableness of the ranges proposed for PavementME and VESYS models. The
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rut depth of the AC layer of pavement structure at a given number of traffic load repetitions can
be estimated from:
n3 ( PTire / PWTT )
bWTT
n1 n2
RDAC _ predict = adesign ( N AC
_ predict ) =  d 10 Teff N AC _ predict * hAC

(4.3)

where RDAC_predict = rut depth of the AC layer at a given number of traffic load repetitions (in.);
NAC_predict = number of load repetitions (ESAL) that cause RDAC_predict; adesign = scaling factor of
the power fit; εd = vertical elastic strain at mid-depth of AC layer (in./in.); Teff = effective
temperature (°F) at mid-depth of AC layer; and hAC = thickness of AC layer. The n2 and n3 were
derived from the wheel tracking test results explained before. The n1 is a constant equal to the
value used in PavementME (i.e., n1 = -3.45). PWTT (psi) and PTire (psi) are the wheel-tracking test
tire contact pressure and traffic tire contact pressure, respectively. The PTire/PWTT that directly
correlates with the traffic loading was multiplied to the n3 to consider the effect of stress/strain
difference between the lab and field on the rutting life of the AC layer. A tire contact pressure of
120 psi can represent the typical highway traffic tire contact pressure. Thus, the PTire/PWTT equal
to 1 can be used. In case the typical traffic is different, the PTire/PWTT should be recalculated.
Using Equation 4.3, the terminal rutting life of the AC layer (Ndesign_predict) at the maximum
AC rut depth specified by a highway agency (RDAC_design) can be estimated from:

N design _ predict

 RD
AC _ design
=
n2
  d 10n1 Teff
hAC


1/[ n3 ( PTire / PWTT )]






(4.4)

In the final step, Ndesign_predict is compared with the pavement traffic count (Ndesign_input) to
verify that the mix can meet the traffic demand. Finally, the rut depths of the base and subgrade
layers are determined to ensure that the total pavement rutting is less than the allowable total rut
depth (typically 0.75 in.). The design process should be repeated with a different AC mix and/or
pavement structure if the layer or total rutting is not acceptable. Alternatively, a lower quality mix
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can be considered, should the capacity of the mix way exceed the demand of the layer. The
information are provided in Table 2.1 can be used as the guidance at this step to adjust the rutting
performance of the designed AC layer.
The proposed framework is optimal for pavements with 2 in. to 6 in. AC layers. For more
rigorous analysis or pavement structures with thicker AC layers, the PavementME sub-layering
method can be used to estimate the accumulated rutting instead of using the method used in this
study (i.e., rutting at mid-depth of the AC layer represents the total AC rutting).
In the developed harmonized rutting model for highway traffic, rutting is defined as a
change in pavement surface elevation relative to the highest elevation after loading, and uplift on
the edges of the rutted areas is considered (see Figure 4.3). However, for the airfield load
application, where significant shear deformation may happen, the rutting model only predicts the
vertical deformation, and uplift on the edges of the rutted areas is not considered.

Figure 4.3: Rut Depth Definition Used in the Proposed Model.
The application of the proposed model to several full-scale accelerated pavements testing
and in-services road pavements to evaluate the strength of the proposed model for predicting the
rutting life of the pavements from wheel tracking laboratory tests is presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5: Rutting Evaluation of Full-Scale and In-Service Flexible Pavement Sections
Full-scale accelerated pavement testing can be defined as the application of the prototype
traffic loading to a pavement that is instrumented with appropriate sensors to determine pavement
response under the controlled and accelerated testing condition (e.g., testing temperature, loading,
and accumulate damage; Metcalf, 1996; Saeed and Hall, 2003; Steyn, 2012). Full-scale pavement
testing can help with linking the performance of AC mixes under small-scale laboratory and inservice performance of those mixes in the field (Steyn, 2012).
As shown in Table 5.1, three full-scale pavement testing facilities that simulate the highway
pavements, two full-scale airfield pavement testing facilities, as well as fifteen in-service pavement
sections in Texas roads were evaluated and discussed in this chapter. Appendices B through G
explain the details of the test sections, analyzed laboratory and field performance testing, and other
necessary information required for incorporating in the proposed rutting model. A summary of the
test results and analysis is provided in this chapter. The AC mixes of four of the full-scale pavement
testing facilities were evaluated with APA and AC mixtures of the UCPRC full-scale pavement
testing facility as well as the in-service road sections were tested with HWT. Full-scale airfield
pavement facilities were investigated to evaluate the applicability of the proposed framework for
airfield pavements where AC layers are susceptible to rutting due to the intense magnitude of
aircraft wheel loads that induce high stress/strain in the pavement.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the developed rutting models differ when APA or
HWT tests are used for laboratory rutting evaluation. Also, the proposed rutting model predicts
the maximum AC rutting (including the uplifts) for the highway load application while predicting
the vertical deformation (excluding the uplifts) for the airfield load application.
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Table 5.1: Information about the Evaluated Full-Scale and In-Service Test Sections.
Rutting
Test Used
in the
Model

HWT

Facility
University of
California
Pavement Research
Center (UCPRC)
APT facility
In-Service flexible
pavement sections
in Texas

Florida DOT
(FDOT) APT
facility

Date of
Study

Test
Sections

Highway

20072008

4 HMA
and WMA
sections

Highway

over
the last
10
years

15 HMA
and WMA
sections

20152016

3 HMA
sections
with
different
in-place
densities

Application

Highway

Virginia DOT
(VDOT) APT
facility

Highway

2017

1 HMA
section

Army Engineer
Research and
Development
Center’s (ERDC)
APT facility

Airfield

20122013

5 HMA
and WMA
sections

Federal Aviation
Administration’s
(FAA) APT facility

Airfield

2015

4 HMA
and WMA
sections

APA

Loading
Information
• uni-directionally,
5.4 mph
• Dual tires
o 104 psi
o 9 kips
• Various traffic
types (standard 18
kips load with a tire
pressure of 120 psi
was used)
• uni-directionally, 8
mph
• Single tire
o 100 psi
o 9 kips
• uni-directionally, 4
mph
• Dual tires
o 110 psi
o 9 kips
• bi-directionally, 5
mph
• Single tire
o 325 psi
o 35.5 kips
• bi-directionally, 3
mph
• Single tire
o 254 psi
o 61.3 kips
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AC Layer
Thickness and
Temperature

Laboratory
Rutting Test

Appx

• 4.7 in.
• 122°F

• HWT
• 120 psi, 158 lb
• 122°F

B

• 2 in. to 6 in.
• 93°F < Teff < 116°F

• HWT
• 120 psi, 158 lb
• 122°F

C

• Two AC layers,
each 1.5 in.
• 122°F

• APA
• 100 psi, 100 lb
• 147°F

D

• 3 in. AC layer over
4 in. AC layer
• 104°F

• APA
• 100 psi, 100 lb
• 147°F

E

• 4 in.
• 109°F

• APA
o 325 psi, 325 lb
o 109°F

F

• 5 in.
• 120°F

• APA
o 250 psi, 250 lb
o 147°F

G

5.1:

INCORPORATING HWT TEST RESULTS IN RUTTING ANALYSIS (HIGHWAY)
In this section, the model was applied to a full-scale pavement facility and fifteen in-service

road sections to evaluate the capability of the proposed model to predict the rutting life of the AC
layers.
5.1.1: University of California Pavement Research Center APT Facility Test Section
Table 5.2 describes the parameters that were used to predict the rut depths of the 4.7± 0.2in.-thick AC layers of the four UCPRC test sections using the proposed rutting model. The only
difference among the test sections structures was the type of the AC layer mixes. Test sections
were trafficked at a test temperature of 122°F using dual tires with 104 psi tire pressure and 9 kips
load. The HWT and dynamic modulus tests were conducted on the laboratory-prepared mixes.
Both the HWT specimens and AC layers were tested at 122°F that resulted in similar moduli under
their test conditions. The vertical elastic strains at the middle of HWT specimens were about half
of those strains at mid-depth of AC layers. The n3 parameter that represents the effect of traffic
loading repetitions on rutting of AC mixes shows that traffic has a more detrimental effect on the
rutting performance of Advera and Evotherm sections than the Sasobit and HMA sections. The
estimated APT tire contact pressure (98 psi) was 82% of the HWT wheel contact pressure (120
psi) indicating that the APT facility tires had a less detrimental effect on the AC layer rutting than
the HWT wheel.
Figure 5.1 compares the predicted rut depths with those measured. Generally, the predicted
rutting was less than the measured one at the beginning of the APT loading and was closer to the
measured ones at the end of the test. That could be because of the different rutting behavior of the
four test sections. In the Evotherm and Sasobit sections, as the traffic loading was increased the
sections became more stabilized and no more rutting was observed. However, HMA and Advera
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sections' rutting constantly increased during the APT testing. It is not expected that the difference
between the lab molded specimens and the APT in-place AC layer density cause error in the
prediction model since the HWT specimen were compacted to the target density of 93% and the
in-place AC layer density of the Evotherm/Sasobit and HMA/Advera sections were 93% and
94.5% respectively.
Overall, the rutting model overpredicted about 12% of the final rut depth and
underpredicted about 13% of the average rutting of the four test sections. Considering the
variability in the HWT and APT rutting measurements, the proposed rutting predicted the AC layer
rutting reasonably well.
Table 5.2: AC Layer’s Rutting Model Parameters for the Four UCPRC Test Sections.
Variables

Representative
modulus of AC layer

hAC (see Eq. 4.3)
εWTT (Eq. 4.1)
εd (Eq.4.3)
aWTT (Eq. 4.1)
n1 (Eq. 4.3)
n2 (Eqs. 4.2 and 4.3)
n3 = bWTT (Eqs. 4.1
and 4.3)
PTire/PWTT

Advera WMA®
Section
Test Section:
E*design = 49 ksi
(at Teff = 122°F
and feff = 10 Hz)
HWT specimen:
E*WTT = 47 ksi
(at TWTT = 122°F
and fWTT = 7 Hz)
4.7 in.
819 με
1491 με
0.0005
-3.45
1.36

Evotherm DATTM
Section
Test Section:
E*design = 30 ksi
(at Teff = 122°F and
feff = 11 Hz)
HWT specimen:
E*WTT = 29 ksi
(at TWTT = 122°F
and fWTT = 7 Hz)
4.7 in.
1291 με
2551 με
0.0008
-3.45
1.36

Sasobit®
Section
Test Section:
E*design = 35 ksi
(at Teff = 122°F
and feff = 11 Hz)
HWT specimen:
E*WTT = 33 ksi
(at TWTT = 122°F
and fWTT = 7 Hz)
4.7 in.
1143 με
2140 με
0.0027
-3.45
1.64

0.46

0.58

0.54

0.33

98/120 = 0.82

98/120 = 0.82

98/120 = 0.82

98/120 = 0.82

HMA
Section
Test Section:
E*design = 83 ksi
(at Teff = 122°F
and feff = 10 Hz)
HWT specimen:
E*WTT = 81 ksi
(at TWTT = 122°F
and fWTT = 7 Hz)
4.7 in.
469 με
835 με
0.0013
-3.45
1.67
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(a) HMA Section

(b) Advera Section

(c) Evotherm Section

(d) Sasobit Section
Figure 5.1: Comparing Measured vs. Predicted AC Rutting for Four UCPRC Test Sections
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5.1.2: In-Service Flexible Pavement Sections at Texas
Table 5.3 describes the predicted AC layer rutting of the fifteen test sections, each 500 ft
long, as well as the parameters that were used to predict the rut depths. Test sections were designed
for target traffic of 1 to 30 million ESALs. AC layers with the thickness of 2 in. to 6 in. were used
in different sections. ARA (2004) and Hu et al. (2014) showed that in conventional flexible
pavements where AC layer thickness is between 2 in. and 6 in., 60% to 80% of the total pavement
rutting typically occurs in the AC layer. For the newly constructed sections with one AC layer, it
was assumed that 80% of total pavement rutting occurs within the AC layer. For other sections
with two AC layers or sections that were overlaid with an AC layer, all the pavement rutting
(100%) was assumed to occur in the AC layers. The tire contact pressure of both the in-service
traffic and HWT was assumed to be 120 psi. The Teff values ranged between 93°F to 116°F for
surface AC layers while the HWT tests were conducted at 122°F for the lab specimens. The HWT
and the dynamic modulus tests were performed on plant-produced and laboratory compacted
mixes. The ratio of εd/εWTT varies from 8% to 59% for different sections indicating that the
pavement structures had different impacts on the rutting of different sections. The predicted rutting
progressions of Sections 3, 4, and 15 were less than the estimated traffic demand, thus required
improving the rutting performance of these sections.
Figures 5.2 compares the predicted AC rut depths with the measured ones. The error bars
correspond to ±1 standard deviations of the measurements. The rut depths of each pavement
section were measured regularly using the straightedge method as per ASTM E-1703 at 100 ft
intervals. Past an initial threshold, the developed model can predict the rut depths of the pavement
well for most of the test sections, given the variability in the measured rut depths. For the cases
where the predicted rut depths were not close to the measured ones, the predicted rut depths
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Table 5.3. AC Layer’s Rutting Model Parameters and Predicted Rutting Life (0.25 in. AC Rutting) for the Texas Sections *.
Section
Section 1
(Top AC)
Section 1
(Bottom AC)
Section 2
Section 3
(Top AC)
Section 3
(Bottom AC)
Section 4
Section 5
Section 6
Section 7
Section 8
(Top AC)
Section 8
(Bottom AC)
Section 9
(Top AC)
Section 9
(Bottom AC)
Section 10
Section 11
Section 12
Section 13
Section 14
Section 15

Representative modulus of AC layer
(pavement structure AC layer: E*design ;
HWT specimen: E*WTT)
E*design = 769 ksi (at Teff = 109°F and feff = 97 Hz)
E*WTT = 105 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 7 Hz)
E*design = 2,253 ksi (at Teff = 75°F and feff = 28 Hz)
E*WTT = 167 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 7 Hz)
E*design = 647 ksi (at Teff = 109°F and feff = 75 Hz)
E*WTT = 179 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 7 Hz)
E*design = 471 ksi (at Teff = 109°F and feff = 96 Hz)
E*WTT = 74 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 7 Hz)
E*design = 1,977 ksi (at Teff = 75°F and feff = 26 Hz)
E*WTT = 118 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 7 Hz)
E*design = 275 ksi (at Teff = 114°F and feff = 79 Hz)
E*WTT = 99 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 7 Hz)
E*design = 411 ksi (at Teff = 104°F and feff = 106 Hz)
E*WTT = 56 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 7 Hz)
E*design = 295 ksi (at Teff = 114°F and feff = 91 Hz)
E*WTT = 99 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 7 Hz)
E*design = 393 ksi (at Teff = 93°F and feff = 53 Hz)
E*WTT = 77 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 7 Hz)
E*design = 320 ksi (at Teff = 107°F and feff = 40 Hz)
E*WTT = 96 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 7 Hz)
E*design = 2,155 ksi (at Teff = 68°F and feff = 9 Hz)
E*WTT = 187 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 7 Hz)
E*design = 352 ksi (at Teff = 106°F and feff = 77 Hz)
E*WTT = 61 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 7 Hz)
E*design = 2,351 ksi (at Teff = 67°F and feff = 17 Hz)
E*WTT = 266 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 6 Hz)
E*design = 777 ksi (at Teff = 101°F and feff = 53 Hz)
E*WTT = 103 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 7 Hz)
E*design = 473 ksi (at Teff = 111°F and feff = 47 Hz)
E*WTT = 165 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 7 Hz)
E*design = 333 ksi (at Teff = 109°F and feff = 93 Hz)
E*WTT = 78 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 7 Hz)
E*design = 386 ksi (at Teff = 102°F and feff = 51 Hz)
E*WTT = 82 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 7 Hz)
E*design = 1,085 ksi (at Teff = 109°F and feff = 74 Hz)
E*WTT = 334 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 6 Hz)
E*design = 260 ksi (at Teff = 116°F and feff = 44 Hz)
E*WTT = 105 ksi (at TWTT = 122°F and fWTT = 7 Hz)

hAC
(Eq.
4.3)

εd
(Eq.
4.1)

εWTT
(Eq.
4.3)

aWTT
(Eq.
4.1)

n1
(Eq. 4.3)

n2
(Eq.
4.2 &
4.3)

n3 = bWTT
(Eq. 4.1 &
4.3)

Predicted
terminal
rutting life
(MESALs)

Design
traffic for
20 years
(MESALs)

2 in.

85 με

362 με

0.008

-3.45

2.10

0.31

5 in.

24 με

229 με

0.011

-3.45

2.26

0.28

29.0

26.5

2 in.

77 με

214 με

0.002

-3.45

1.95

0.33

123.0

23.0

2 in.

146 με

516 με

0.002

-3.45

1.73

0.40

5 in.

27 με

323 με

0.005

-3.45

2.04

0.31

14.5

21.0

2 in.

224 με

385 με

0.009

-3.45

2.12

0.27

5.5

11.5

2 in.

149 με

686 με

0.007

-3.45

1.93

0.26

More than
200.0

7.5

2 in.

209 με

385 με

0.009

-3.45

2.12

0.27

7.5

6.0

4 in.

188 με

497 με

0.010

-3.45

2.09

0.25

30.0

5.5

2 in.

220 με

399 με

0.011

-3.45

2.15

0.26

6 in.

14.5

5.5

23 με

206 με

0.003

-3.45

2.04

0.39

2 in.

202 με

623 με

0.002

-3.45

1.68

0.37

4.8

6 in.

21 με

144 με

0.004

-3.45

2.15

0.34

More than
200.0

3 in.

74 με

372 με

0.005

-3.45

1.98

0.39

3.8

3.0

3 in.

137 με

232 με

0.001

-3.45

1.76

0.38

9.5

2.5

2 in.

182 με

487 με

0.005

-3.45

1.93

0.35

5.5

2.5

3 in.

160 με

466 με

0.003

-3.45

1.81

0.35

17.8

1.5

2 in.

24 με

114 με

0.013

-3.45

2.45

0.24

More than
200.0

1.5

2 in.

204 με

364 με

0.019

-3.45

2.28

0.28

0.5

1.0

* PTire / PWTT = (120 psi /120 psi) = 1; The predicted terminal rutting life is the ESALs to cause 0.25 in. AC layer rutting
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generally overestimated the field rut depths. The predicted rut depths were initially greater than
the measured values due to the elevated temperatures and accelerated nature of loading associated
with the HWT tests that induces more rutting at the beginning of the test. That could also associate
with the aging of the in-service test sections. HWT specimens were tested after short-term
conditioning (4 hrs at 275°F) while the four test sections were tested a couple of months after
construction that could improve the rutting resistance of the test sections due to aging/stiffening.
The developed rutting model needs to be corrected to consider the difference between the rutting
behavior of the wheel tracking specimens and the field AC layers.

Figure 5.2: Comparing Measured vs. Predicted AC Rutting for In-Service Texas Sections.
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Figure 5.2 (cont.): Comparing Measured vs. Predicted AC Rutting for In-Service Texas Sections.
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Figure 5.3 compares the predicted with measured AC rut depths of all 15 road sections.
The error bars correspond to ±1 standard deviations of the measurements. A total of 137 data points
including the rutting measurements at different times of service life of the test sections and their
corresponding predicted values are used for the comparison. From the 137 data points, 47 points
yielded a measured rut depth of zero (Zero RD) and the remaining 90 data points are the ones that
exhibited rut depths greater than zero (None-Zero RD).

Figure 5.3: Comparing Measured vs. Predicted AC Rutting for In-Service Texas Sections.
To correct the proposed rutting model properly the parameters that highly correlate with
the field AC rutting should be identified. Figure 5.4 shows the Pearson coefficients of correlation
(R) between the measured AC layer rut depth and mix, structure, traffic, and climate-related
parameters. Since the number of years that pavement was in service (Service Life) and the number
of trafficked ESALs (ESALs) were correlated the best to the rut depth, they were selected as the
driving factors for calibrating the proposed rutting model.
Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of the ESALs and Service Life for the two AC rutting
groups (i.e., Zero RD and None-Zero RD) in the Box and Whisker Plot. The ESALs threshold of
1,000,000 and Service Life of 4.0 years are the delineating factors of the two AC rutting groups.
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In other words, for most test sections no rutting was observed in the field before they experienced
1 million ESALs or before 4 years of their service lives.

Figure 5.4: Correlation between Field AC Rutting and AC Layer Rutting Parameters.

Figure 5.5: Comparing the Distribution of ESALs and Service Lives of Zero Rd and None-Zero
RD Groups.
The proposed rutting model should be modified using a function such as a hyperbolic
tangent to transform the predicted rut depth values to close to zero for traffic volumes lower than
1 million ESALs or before 4 years of pavement service lives. For any given x value greater than
0, the hyperbolic tangent function results vary from 0 to 1. The x value was selected as
𝐸𝑆𝐴𝐿𝑆
1,000,000

×

𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒
4

, and the resultant hyperbolic tangent function was multiplied by the rutting

model proposed in Equation 4.3 to form the following revised rutting model as below:
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n3 ( PTire / PWTT )
n2
RDAC _ predict =  d 10n1 Teff
N AC
* hAC * 
_ predict


1+ e

2
ESALS ServiceLife
−2(
*
)
1,000,000
4



− 1

(5.1)




where ESALs and the Service Life that were defined before are the variables used in the multiplied
hyperbolic tangent function.
As shown in Figure 5.6, the accuracy of the revised model for predicting the AC layer
rutting was improved by about 45% by changing the coefficient of determination (R2) and root
mean square error (RMSE) from 0.34 and 0.08 to 0.55 and 0.05, respectively. A few data points
that are beyond the -30% error line are related to Section 5 with rut depths of 0.15 in. or less five
years after the construction.

Figure 5.6: Comparing Measured AC Rutting with Those Predicted Using Revised Rutting
Model for In-Service Texas Sections.
As discussed earlier, the predicted rutting lives of Sections 3, 4, and 5 were less than the
estimated traffic demand. Thus, they were further evaluated for alternative design strategies for
rutting performance improvement. One possible scenario to improve the rutting lives of those three
sections was to program to replace the AC layers after a predetermined period associated with the
capacities of the mixes. Alternatively, a mix with higher capacity could have been used. Changing
the pavement structure (e.g., increasing the AC layer thickness) can also improve the rutting life
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of the sections. However, as demonstrated in Chapter 3, the rutting life of the AC layer has the
highest correlation with the AC mix properties. In addition, Sections 3, 4, and 15 have a rutresistant bottom AC layer, a semi-rigid base, and stiff old bottom AC layers, respectively. All the
aforementioned information implies that changing the AC layer’s mix properties could be the best
approach. A stiff, rut-resistant AC mixture is desirable to accommodate the demand of the AC
layer.
Since as shown in Table 5.3, the AC mixture of Section 14 was stiff and rut-resistant, the
mix of that section was hypothetically considered for the top AC layer of Section 3 and the AC
layers of Section 4 and Section 15. As shown in Table 5.4, placing the AC mixture of Section 14
on Sections 3, 4, and 15 would improve their rutting performance. This occurs because the capacity
of that mix exceeds the corresponding section demands. Of course, for an economical pavement
design, other asphalt mixtures or pavement sections can be evaluated using the proposed method.
Table 5.4. Rutting Lives of Sections 3, 4, and 15 Before and After using AC Mix of Section 14.
Section
Section 3
Section 4
Section 15

5.2:

Design traffic for 20
years (MESALs)

Predicted terminal rutting life of the AC mixture
(MESALs)

21.0
11.5
1.0

Original Mix

Better Mix

14.5
5.5
0.5

55.0
15.0
9.0

INCORPORATING APA TEST RESULTS IN RUTTING ANALYSIS (HIGHWAY)
In this section, the APA test results were used to develop the rutting model represented by

Equation 4.3. The developed model was applied to two full-scale APT facilities with highway
traffic applications.
5.2.1: Florida DOT (FDOT) APT Facility Test Section
Table 5.5 describes the parameters that were used to predict the AC rutting life of the three
FDOT test sections. Test sections were trafficked at a temperature of 122°F using a single tire with
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100 psi tire pressure and a 9-kip load. The only difference among the structure of the test sections
was the target density of the top 1.5-in.-thick AC layer that were 87%, 90%, and 93% for Sections
1, 2, and 3, respectively. The APA and dynamic modulus tests were conducted on the plantproduced and laboratory compacted mixes. The estimated APT tire contact pressure (122 psi) was
1.2 times the APA wheel contact pressure (100 psi) showing that the APT facility tires had a higher
detrimental effect on the AC layer rutting than the APA wheel. A lower test temperature was used
in the full-scale test pavement (122°F) in comparison to the APA test temperature (147°F). Since
all three sections had a similar mix design, and the APA tests were performed on the comparable
mixes at 96% laboratory compaction level, similar n3 and n2 values of 0.35 and 1.69 were used for
the prediction of the rutting of the three sections. This situation means that APA test results may
not accurately simulate the rutting behaviors of the three mixes that were compacted to the inplace densities of 87%, 90%, and 93%.
Figure 5.7 compares the measured full-scale AC rut depths with the predicted AC rut
depths based on the proposed rutting model. The rutting model on average underpredicted the rut
depths by about 17%, 15%, and 10% for the three sections with 87%, 90%, and 93% in-place AC
layer densities, respectively. Should the APA specimens were compacted to densities similar to
the target in-place densities, the model might have predicted the rut depths more accurately. The
loading directions of the APA and HVS tests were bi-directional and uni-directional, respectively.
Byron et al. (2004) showed that the uni-directional loading mode caused 65% more rutting than
the bi-directional one in the FDOT APT facility. It is recommended that a study be conducted to
evaluate the effect of APA test loading directional mode on the APA test results and incorporate
those APA results in the rutting model.
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Table 5.5: AC Layer’s Rutting Model Parameters for the Three FDOT Test Sections
Variables

Representative
modulus of AC
layer

hAC (see Eq. 4.3)
εWTT (Eq. 4.1)
εd (Eq. 4.3)
aWTT (Eq. 4.1)
n1 (Eq. 4.3)
n2 (Eq. 4.2 and 4.3)
n3 = bWTT
(Eq. 4.1 and 4.3)
PTire/PWTT

Section 1:
87% AC Layer Density
Pavement structure:
• Top AC Layer:
E*design = 83 ksi
(at Teff = 122°F and feff =
12 Hz)
• Bottom AC Layer:
E*design = 110 ksi
(at Teff = 122°F and feff =
8 Hz)
APA specimen:
E*WTT = 87 ksi
(at TWTT = 147°F and fWTT
= 15 Hz)
Top AC: 1.5 in.
Bottom AC: 1.5 in.
222 με
Top AC: 639 με
Bottom AC: 598 με
0.0011
-3.45
1.69

Section 2:
90% AC Layer Density
Pavement structure:
• Top AC Layer:
E*design = 100 ksi
(at Teff = 122°F and feff =
11 Hz)
• Bottom AC Layer:
E*design = 110 ksi
(at Teff = 122°F and feff =
8 Hz)
APA specimen:
E*WTT = 87 ksi
(at TWTT = 147°F and fWTT
= 15 Hz)
Top AC: 1.5 in.
Bottom AC: 1.5 in.
222 με
Top AC: 472 με
Bottom AC: 599 με
0.0011
-3.45
1.69

Section 3:
93% AC Layer Density
Pavement structure:
• Top AC Layer:
E*design = 118 ksi
(at Teff = 122°F and feff =
11 Hz)
• Bottom AC Layer:
E*design = 109 ksi
(at Teff = 122°F and feff =
7 Hz)
APA specimen:
E*WTT = 87 ksi
(at TWTT = 147°F and fWTT
= 15 Hz)
Top AC: 1.5 in.
Bottom AC: 1.5 in.
222 με
Top AC: 346 με
Bottom AC: 602 με
0.0011
-3.45
1.69

0.35

0. 35

0. 35

122/100 = 1.2

122/100 = 1.2

122/100 = 1.2

(a) Section 1: AC Layer with In-Place Density of 87%
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(b) Section 2: AC Layer with In-Place Density of 90%

(c) Section 3: AC Layer with In-Place Density of 93%
Figure 5.7: Comparing Measured vs. Predicted AC Rutting for Three FDOT Test Sections
5.2.2: Virginia DOT (VDOT) APT Facility Test Section
Table 5.6 describes the parameters that were used to predict the rut depth of the AC layer
of the VDOT test section using the proposed rutting model. A dual tire assembly with 110 psi tire
pressure was used to apply a 9-kip load during five weeks (about 200,000 passes) on the test
section. The estimated APT tire contact pressure (104 psi) was similar to the APA wheel contact
pressure (100 psi). The dynamic modulus and APA tests were conducted on field core samples
taken from the test section. Because the APA tests were conducted at a test temperature of 147°F
in comparison to the APT test section temperature of 104°), a significant difference between the
moduli of the APA specimen and the full-scale AC layer was anticipated that could result in a
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considerable difference between the calculated vertical compressive strains within the APA
specimens and the AC layer of the APT section.
Table 5.6: AC Layer’s Rutting Model Parameters for the VDOT Test Section.
Variables
Representative modulus of AC layer
hAC (see Eq. 4.3)
εWTT (Eq. 4.1)
εd (Eq.4.3)
aWTT (Eq. 4.1)
n1 (Eq. 4.3)
n2 (Eqs. 4.2 and 4.3)
n3 = bWTT (Eqs. 4.1 and 4.3)
PTire/PWTT

Calculated Results
Pavement structure:
E*design = 147 ksi (at Teff = 104°F and feff = 4 Hz)
APA specimen:
E*WTT = 13 ksi (at TWTT = 147°F and fWTT = 18 Hz)
3.0 in.
1538 με
382 με
0.0008
-3.45
1.25
0.61
104/100 = 1.04

Figure 5.8 compares the predicted AC rut depths with the measured full-scale AC rut
depths. The rut depths of the AC layers were measured using multi-depth deflectometers (MDD)
and a surface laser profiler. The average predicted rut depths were about 60% greater than the
measured ones. The proposed rutting model was developed based on the results of wheel tracking
tests on the laboratory-prepared mixes that have better rutting performance than the core
specimens. Sadasivam (2004), Jones et al., (2008), Jones and Tsai (2012), Doyle et al. (2013), and
Garg et al. (2021) showed that field cores performed worse than the laboratory prepared specimens
in the APA tests. Their test results showed that depending on several mix and construction
parameters, the rut depths of the field cores might be 1.5 to 5 times more than the specimens
prepared in the lab as a part of the job mix formula. However, they showed that the laboratory
prepared and plant-produced and laboratory prepared and laboratory compacted mixes exhibited
similar APA rutting performance. It is expected that the rutting prediction of the VDOT test section
be improved if the rutting model is applied to the results of the laboratory prepared APA
specimens.
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Figure 5.8: Comparing Measured vs. Predicted AC Rutting for VDOT Study.
5.3:

INCORPORATING APA TEST RESULTS IN RUTTING ANALYSIS (AIRFIELD)
The airfield flexible pavements are highly susceptible to rutting due to the significant

stresses/strains that are induced in the pavement by the heavy-traffic aircraft wheels. The proposed
methodology based on APA test results was applied to two APT facilities with airfield traffic
applications to investigate the capability of the proposed model in predicting the rutting life of the
airfield sections. Two studies that were performed recently at the US Army Engineer Research and
Development Center’s (ERDC) and the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) National Airport
Pavement and Materials Research Center (NAPMRC) were used for this purpose.
5.3.1: ERDC APT Facility Test Section
Table 5.7 describes the parameters that were used to predict the rutting depths of the AC
layers of the four ERDC test sections using the developed rutting model. The only difference
among the structures of the test sections was the type of the 4.2-in.-thick AC layer mixes. One of
the test sections had a dense-graded HMA while three different types of WMA technologies were
used in the other three test sections. Test sections were trafficked at a target temperature of 109°F
via a single tire loading of 325 psi and 35.5 kips. Tire contact pressure was assumed to be the same
as the tire inflation. Test sections were tested 5 to 8 months after construction. According to the
forensic investigation, the AC layer rutting was considered 80% of total pavement rutting for the
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HMA and Foam sections and 50% for the Evotherm and Sasobit sections. The dynamic modulus
and APA tests were conducted on the laboratory-prepared specimen by applying a hose pressure
of 325 psi and a wheel load of 325 lb on the 3 in. thick specimens at 109ºF to simulate the fullscale testing condition.
Table 5.7: AC Layer’s Rutting Model Parameters for the Four ERDC Test Sections.
Variables

Representative
modulus of AC layer

hAC (see Eq. 4.3)
εWTT (Eq. 4.1)
εd (Eq.4.3)
aWTT (Eq. 4.1)
n1 (Eq. 4.3)
n2 (Eq. 4.2 and 4.3)
n3 = bWTT (Eq. 4.1
and 4.3)
PTire/PWTT

HMA
Section
Pavement
structure:
E*design = 115 ksi
(at Teff = 101°F
and feff = 4 Hz)
APA specimen:
E*WTT = 132 ksi
(at TWTT = 109°F
and fWTT = 15 Hz)
4.2 in.
478 με
1663 με
0.0013
-3.45
1.67

Sasobit®
Section
Pavement
structure:
E*design = 137 ksi
(at Teff = 100°F
and feff = 4 Hz)
APA specimen:
E*WTT = 156 ksi
(at TWTT = 109°F
and fWTT = 14 Hz)
4.2 in.
404 με
1364 με
0.0013
-3.45
1.71

Evotherm™3G
Section
Pavement
structure:
E*design = 113 ksi
(at Teff = 104°F
and feff = 4 Hz)
APA specimen:
E*WTT = 142 ksi
(at TWTT = 109°F
and fWTT = 15 Hz)
4.2 in.
444 με
1700 με
0.0010
-3.45
1.63

Foam
Section
Pavement
structure:
E*design = 117 ksi
(at Teff = 99°F and
feff = 4 Hz)
APA specimen:
E*WTT = 132 ksi
(at TWTT = 109°F
and fWTT = 15 Hz)
4.2 in.
476 με
1634 με
0.0019
-3.45
1.75

0.55

0.53

0.61

0.55

325/325 = 1.0

325/325 = 1.0

325/325 = 1.0

325/325 = 1.0

The Evotherm and Foam sections had the highest n3 and n2 parameters, respectively than
the other three sections, indicating that the traffic repetition and the combination of structure/
material and temperature impact the rutting life of Evotherm and Foam sections, respectively than
the other sections.
Figure 5.9 compares the predicted AC rut depths with those measured. The measured rut
depths do not include the AC layer uplifts due to the shear deformations. The test traffic was
terminated at a very low number of load repetitions since most of the rutting occurred at the
beginning of the test due to the applications of high tire loads and pressure.
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(a) HMA Section

(b) Sasobit Section

(c) Evotherm Section

(d) Foam Section
Figure 5.9: Comparing Measured vs. Predicted AC Rutting for Four ERDC Test Sections
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The foam section showed better rutting resistance than the other test sections since it was
tested during winter when the APT facility was not able to maintain the test temperature efficiently.
The results show that the developed model could predict the measured rut depths of the fours test
sections with an average R2 = 0.99 and RMSE = 0.06 in.
5.3.2: FAA NAPMRC Test Facility
Table 5.8 describes the parameters that were used to predict the rutting life of the four FAA
test sections using the proposed rutting model. Test sections were trafficked at a temperature of
120°F using a single tire with a 254 psi tire pressure and a 61.3 kip load. Test sections had similar
pavement structures and the only difference between them was the type of the AC layer mixture.
Dense-graded HMA with a binder grade of PG 76-22 and PG 64-22 were used for Lane 3 and Lane
4, respectively while AC layers of Lane 1 and Lane 2 were constructed with polymer-modified PG
76-22 and PG 64-22 WMA (using Evotherm 3G technology), respectively. The pavement structure
was designed so that the rutting was mainly confined within the AC layer. The dynamic modulus
and APA tests were conducted on the laboratory-prepared specimens. The APA tests were
conducted by applying a hose pressure of 250 psi and a wheel load of 250 lb on the 3 in. thick
specimens at 147ºF to simulate the full-scale testing condition.
The sections with the PG 64-22 binder exhibited a higher n3 but a lower n2 than the sections
constructed with the PG 76-22 binder, indicating that the traffic volume impacted more the rutting
performance of the sections with the PG 64-22 binder, while the combination of the pavement
structure and temperature were the significant parameters that affected the rutting performance of
the sections with the PG 76-22 binder. The APT tire contact pressure (368 psi) that was estimated
based on Wang et al. (2015) measurements, was 1.5 times greater than the APA wheel contact
pressure (250 psi).
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Table 5.8: AC Layer’s Rutting Model Parameters for the Four NAPMRC’s Test Sections.
Variables

Representative
modulus of AC layer

hAC (see Eq. 4.3)
εWTT (Eq. 4.1)
εd (Eq.4.3)
aWTT (Eq. 4.1)
n1 (Eq. 4.3)
n2 (Eq. 4.2 and 4.3)
n3 = bWTT (Eq. 4.1
and 4.3)
PTire/PWTT

Lane 1
WMA, PG 76-22

Lane 2
WMA, PG 64-22

Lane 3
HMA, PG 76-22

Lane 4
HMA, PG 64-22

Pavement
structure:
E*design = 81 ksi
(at Teff = 120°F
and feff = 2 Hz)

Pavement
structure:
E*design = 52 ksi
(at Teff = 120°F
and feff = 2 Hz)

Pavement
structure:
E*design = 128 ksi
(at Teff = 120°F
and feff = 2 Hz)

Pavement
structure:
E*design = 60 ksi
(at Teff = 120°F
and feff = 2 Hz)

APA specimen:
E*WTT = 54 ksi
(at TWTT = 147°F
and fWTT = 16 Hz)

APA specimen:
E*WTT = 33 ksi
(at TWTT = 147°F
and fWTT = 17 Hz)

APA specimen:
E*WTT = 85 ksi
(at TWTT = 147°F
and fWTT = 15 Hz)

APA specimen:
E*WTT = 41 ksi
(at TWTT = 147°F
and fWTT = 16 Hz)

5.0 in.
903 με
2895 με
0.0039
-3.45
1.66

5.0 in.
1466 με
4746 με
0.0016
-3.45
1.38

5.0 in.
573 με
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Figure 5.10 compares the predicted AC rut depths with those measured by a laser profiler.
The reported measured rut depths excluded the AC layer uplifts that are related to the shear
deformations. The sections severely rutted at a low number of load applications because of the
combination of high test temperature and the significant tire load and pressure. Sections with the
PG 64-22 binder experienced significantly deeper rut depths than the sections with the PG 76-22
binder, showing that the binder PG grade has a considerable effect on the rutting of the AC layers.
The average predicted rut depths for Lane 1 through Lane 4 were 22%, 40%, 59%, and 50% less
than the measured rut depths. The prediction model was more accurate for the WMA test sections
than the HMA ones. The WMA mixes had a final APA rut depth about twice the HMA mixes
while their rutting performance under the APT was closer to the HMA test sections performance
(i.e., WMA test section rut depth was about 1.2 times of HMA section). This inconsistency resulted
in some errors in the rutting prediction of the HMA sections. It is recommended that more airfield
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sections with various AC mix types be investigated and the APA test be conducted in a test
temperature similar to the test section to reduce all possible sources of error.

(a) Lane 1 (WMA, PG 76-22)

(b) Lane 2 (WMA, PG 64-22)

(c) Lane 3 (HMA, PG 76-22)

(d) Lane 4 (HMA, PG 64-22)
Figure 5.10: Comparing Measured vs. Predicted AC Rutting for NAPMRC’s Four Test Sections.
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Chapter 6: Summary, Conclusions, Recommendation, and Future Work
This study was focused on the development of a strategy to harmonize the asphalt mix
selection (particularly based on balance mix design) with pavement structural design (mechanisticempirical method) with a focus on the rutting performance. This research proposed a framework
to rigorously incorporate the laboratory wheel tracking device test results into the rutting analysis
associated with most mechanistic-empirical structural design algorithms. The proposed model was
applied to several full-scale testing pavements and fifteen in-service pavement test sections to
demonstrate its feasibility. By balancing the rutting demand of an asphalt layer with the rutting
capacity of a given mix, the proposed method can potentially lend itself to the use of local materials
for a more economical and sustainable pavement structure.
6.1:

SUMMARY
This research was started with a comprehensive literature review of the concept of AC mix

rutting and the most significant factors that affect the rutting performance of flexible pavements.
The two frequently used wheel tracking test methods that are utilized for balance AC mix design,
i.e., Hamburg Wheel Tracking (HWT) and Asphalt Pavement Analyzer (APA) were described in
detail, and different analytical methods that are proposed by several researchers to evaluate the
rutting performance of the mixes were presented. The widely used MEPDG and VESYS pavement
rutting design models were compared and the MEPDG model was scrutinized. Finally, several
studies to link the AC mix design and pavement structural design were summarized.
An analytical and statistical parametric study was conducted to understand the effects of
pavement layer thickness and modulus on the AC layer’s vertical stresses/strains. Accordingly, a
decision three classifier was developed to recognize the pavement structures with different AC
layer compressive strain performance. The decision tree can help the decision-makers with opting
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for the pavement structure based on the rutting demand of a given road. The HWT and APA test
specimens were also analyzed to comprehend the effects of different wheel tracking tests, test
conditions and loading, and AC mix specimens on the vertical stresses/strains of mixes. A power
function was developed to predict the vertical strain at different depths of the HWT and APA
specimens based on the dynamic modulus of the specimen.
A harmonized framework was proposed to predict the rutting life of a flexible pavement
based on the results of the developed HWT and APA curve fitting methods and the fundamental
properties of the AC mixture (e.g., dynamic modulus). Dynamic modulus master curves of the
mixes were constructed based on the effective temperature and dominant frequency of the loading
of the AC layer according to El-Basyouny and Jeong (2009) and Odemark methods. APA and
HWT and pavement structure were modeled separately under their relevant loading conditions to
numerically evaluate the mechanistic behavior of their AC mixes.
The proposed rutting model was evaluated using data from three full-scale pavement
testing facilities that simulated highway pavements, two full-scale airfield pavement facilities, as
well as fifteen in-service pavement sections in Texas roads. Full-scale airfield pavement facilities
were investigated to evaluate the applicability of the proposed framework for airfield pavements.
Finally, the proposed rutting model was refined based on the statistical and analytical evaluation
of the results of the fifteen in-service road sections.
6.2:

CONCLUSION
The general conclusions based on the linear elastic analysis of the thousands of pavement

structures are the following:
•

The dynamic modulus of AC mixes placed on the typical interstate and state primary
roads at predominant temperatures and loading frequencies ranged from 50 ksi to 1000
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ksi that can be used for the pavement structural analysis.
•

The modulus and thickness of the AC layer are the main pavement structure parameters
that control the compressive vertical strain, thus, the rutting of the AC layer.

•

The developed decision tree classifier shows that using an AC layer with E*design of
greater than 600 ksi and less than 150 ksi results in the lowest and highest compressive
vertical strain in the AC layer, respectively. The maximum vertical strain happens when
an AC layer with a thickness of 3 in. to 5 in. is used.

•

Depending on the pavement structure and AC mix properties, an AC layer can
experience 200 times less to 40 times more vertical strain than its corresponding AC
mixture can experience under the wheel tracking test.

The general conclusions based on the test section analysis and the developed harmonized
rutting model and framework are the following:
•

HWT fit scaling factor, i.e., aWTT, is strongly and positively correlated with the
maximum rut depth from the HWT tests. The effect of aWTT on the rut depth of HWT
specimens is statistically more significant than bWTT (power value of HWT fit)

•

Incorporating RAP in asphalt mixes may not essentially increase the stiffness of the
mixes at high temperatures. The SMA mixes and mixes with fine gradation have lower
dynamic modulus at high temperatures than the mixes with coarse gradation.

•

Similar mixes may have different rutting performances under wheel tracking, dynamic
modulus, and full-scale tests. Considering only the wheel tracking or dynamic modulus
test results of the mixes in the pavement rutting design may lead to misleading results.
It is necessary to consider the combined effects of both the fundamental material
properties of the AC mix (E*) and the simulated laboratory rutting performance of the
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mixes in the pavement rutting analysis.
•

The AC mixture used in the pavement has a power function rutting trend like the rutting
trend it exhibits under the wheel tracking test in the primary stage of the rutting-loading
curve. This assumption is applicable when the average tire contact pressure induced in
the field is similar to HWT or APA contact pressure and the test is conducted at a
temperature close to the Teff of the location that is going to be paved.

•

The ratio of the wheel tracking wheel contact pressure to the traffic tire contact pressure
should be considered in the rutting model to consider the difference in the states of
stress/strain that are induced in the wheel tracking specimens and the AC layers.

•

The developed rutting model based on the results of the HWT test can predict the AC
rut depth of the APT facility test sections (here UCPRC test section) as long as the
HWT test temperature and the wheel contact pressure is like the APT test section
temperature and tire contact pressure.

•

Teff varies between 93°F to 116°F for typical Texas surface AC layers while the HWT
tests are conducted at 122°F. It is recommended that the HWT test be conducted at a
test temperature that is similar to Teff of the location that is going to be paved.

•

The proposed rutting model generally overpredicted the rutting of the in-service
pavement sections. The predicted rut depths were initially greater than the measured
values due to the elevated temperatures and accelerated nature of loading associated
with the HWT tests that induce more rutting at the beginning of the test.

•

The number of years that pavement was in service and the number of trafficked ESALs
were correlated to the in-service pavement rut depth and were selected as the driving
factors for calibrating the proposed rutting model. The accuracy of the rutting model
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was improved by about 45% after the calibration.
•

The rutting model that was developed based on the results of the APA test could predict
the rut depth of the APT test sections with less than 15% error. The closer the in-place
density of the test section to the density of the APA specimen was, the more the
accuracy of the prediction model would be.

•

The airfield test sections severely rutted at a low number of load applications because
of the combination of high test temperatures and the significant tire loads and pressures.
The proposed rutting model can predict the rut depth of the airfield APT test sections
reasonably well (an average R2 = 0.99 and RMSE = 0.06 in.) as long as both the APA
and APT tests were performed at similar temperatures.

6.3:

RECOMMENDATION AND FUTURE WORK
This study revealed that it is feasible to have a flexible pavement structural design program

in which the demand of an asphalt layer is satisfied with the rutting capacity of a mixture that is
designed based on a balanced mix design method. It is recommended to develop the same
harmonization process for the cracking aspects of AC mixes. In that way, an integrated balanced
mix design and pavement structural design will be utilized that both the rutting and cracking
performance of the AC layer are considered.
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Appendix A: MEPDG Rutting Model for Granular and Subgrade Layers
MEPDG uses Equation B-1 that was developed by Tseng and Lytton (1989) to determine
the plastic strain of the granular base and subgrade layers (εp_GB/SG):

 0 

 p _ GB / SG = 1 

e
 r 

−
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where εv = vertical elastic strain in the layer/sublayer (in./in.); β1 = global calibration factor, equal
to 1.673 and 1.35 for the granular base and subgrade layers, respectively; β, εo, ρ = material
properties which are correlated with the stress state, density, moisture content, resilient modulus,
etc.; and εr = resilient strain imposed in the laboratory test to obtain material properties β, εo, ρ.
Tseng and Lytton (1989) evaluated several source of pavement materials and estimated the
material properties of the Equation B-1 using the following Equations:
For granular base material:
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For subgrade material:
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where, Wc = water content (%); σd = deviator stress (psi); σθ = bulk stress (psi); and Mr = resilient
modulus of the layer/sub-layer (psi).
MEPDG applied several calibration and modification to the Tseng and Lytton model and
other models by different researchers and finally developed the following models to predict the
material properties using the layer’s material properties such as moisture content and resilient
modulus (ARA, 2004):
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where, Wc = water content (%); Mr = resilient modulus of the layer or sublayer, psi; a1,9 = regression
constants; a1= 0.15 and a9= 20.0; b1,9 = regression constants; b1= 0.0 and b9= 0.0; and GWT =
ground water table depth (ft)
MEPDG measure the accumulated rutting of the granular layer by dividing the layer into
sublayers (see Figure 5) and determine the rutting of each sublayer using Equation B-1. In other
words, the rutting computation procedure for granular base layer is similar to the AC layer.
However, for subgrade following steps are followed to measure the rutting:
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1. Determine the elastic vertical strain at top of subgrade (z = 0.0 in.) and 6 in. depth from top of
subgrade (z = 6.0 in.)
2. Compute the material properties of the subgrade using Equations B-9 through B12 at two
depths mentioned above
3. Determine the plastic strain of subgrade at the two depths, i.e., εp,z=0 and εp,z=6 using Equation
B-1
4. Determine the regression constant, k as bellow:

1   p , z =0 
k = ln 

6   p , z =6 

(B-13)

5. Determine the total rutting of the subgrade (RDSG) using the below Equation:

RDSG

 1 − e − khbedrock 
=  p , z =0 

k



(B-14)

where RDSG = total rutting of the subgrade (in.); and hbedrock = depth to bedrock (ft.)
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Appendix B: University of California Pavement Research Center (UCPRC) APT Facility
The information related to the UCPRC study is extracted from Jones et al. (2008, 2009)
and Jones and Tsai (2012). Figure B.1 shows the UCPRC’s APT facility. Four test sections were
constructed in September 2007 and were tested 1 month, 3 months, 4 months, and 6 months after
construction (for HMA, Advera, Evotherm, and Sasobit Section, respectively). Each test section,
which was 130 ft long and 13 ft wide, was trafficked using an HVS in a channelized and unidirectional mode through dual radial truck tires (Goodyear G159-11R22.5- steel belt radial)
inflated to 104 psi and loaded to 9 kips at a speed of 5.4 mph (see Figure B.1). Test sections were
trafficked until a target rut depth of 0.5 in. was accumulated. A climate control system with
insulation panels was used to maintain the temperature of 122°F at a depth of 2 in. from the
pavement surface during the trafficking.
In some test sections, the loading and/or temperature were increased to 13.5 kips and/or
131°F, respectively, to further accelerate the rutting accumulation. For this case study, the rutting
performance of the test sections until 155,000 loading passes with 9 kips dual tire-loading at 122°F
test temperature were evaluated. A tire contact pressure of 98 psi corresponding to an equivalent
circular tire footprint with a radius of 3.8 in. (for 9 kips loading modes) was estimated for this
study according to Tielking and Abraham. (1994) and Fernando et al. (2006) recommendations.
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Figure B.1: HVS Machine with Insulated Panels used at UCPRC’s APT (FHWA, 2014).
Figure B.2 shows the layout and cross-section of the four test sections that were constructed
at UCPRC APT. A 4.7± 0.2-in.-thick AC layer over a 12-in.-thick Caltrans Class-2 crushed granite
aggregate base was constructed above the existing very stiff subgrade (bedrock). The only
difference between the test sections’ structures was the type of the AC layer mix. One of the test
sections had a dense-graded HMA mixture while Advera WMA®, Evotherm DATTM, and Sasobit®
WMA technology were used in the other three test sections.
All four AC mixes were designed to meet Caltrans requirements for Type A 19 mm
maximum dense-graded AC mixture. An unmodified PG 64-10 binder was blended with crushed
granitic aggregates to achieve the target mix air voids (Va) of 4% and minimum voids in mineral
aggregate (VMA) of 14.0%. In-place AC layer air voids of 5.5% (density of 94.5%) for HMA and
Advera sections and 7% (density of 93%) for Evotherm and Sasobit sections were achieved.
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(a) Cross Section of Pavements

(b) Layout of the Test Sections
Figure B.2: Test Section and Layout at UCPRC Study.
Thermocouples were installed at two locations of the test section to measure the pavement
and ambient temperatures at one-hour intervals during the HVS operation. Table B.1 shows the
recorded data for the four test sections. All test sections had similar pavement temperatures during
testing and the AC layer temperatures decreased slightly from top to bottom.
Table B.1: Temperature Summary for the Four Test Sections at UCPRC Study.
Temperature

HMA

Advera

Evotherm

Sasobit

Outside air (°F)
Inside air (°F)
Pavement Surface (°F)
1.0 in. below surface (°F)
2.0 in. below surface (°F)
3.5 in. below surface (°F)
4.7 in. below surface (°F)

58 ± 5
125 ± 5
123 ± 4
122 ± 3
120 ± 4
117 ± 4
108 ± 4

49 ± 5
96 ± 11
123 ± 4
123 ± 4
122 ± 3
120 ± 3
118 ± 3

48 ± 3
119 ± 5
125 ± 4
124 ± 3
122 ± 3
119 ± 3
118 ± 3

50 ± 5
120 ± 7
124 ± 5
122 ± 4
122 ± 4
119 ± 4
118 ± 4
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FWD tests were conducted at 75 points over a 3.3 ft by 16.4 ft grid at a surface temperature
of 66 ± 2°F by applying an impulse load of about 9,000 lb to the pavement surface via an 11.8in.-diameter circular plate. The deflections were reported at the center, 12 in., 24 in., and 36 in.
from the center of the load plate. Since the subgrade was considered as a bedrock, the base modulus
was forward-calculated using the Boussinesq model using (Stubstad et al., 2006):

Er = (0.84 * a 2 *  0 ) / (d r * r )

(19)

where Er = modulus of the base layer beneath the sensor used (psi); a = radius of FWD loading
plate (in.); σ0 = pressure of FWD impact load under loading plate (psi); dr = FWD deflection
reading at offset distance r (in.); r = distance of deflection reading dr from the center of loading
plate (in.). The calculated moduli of the base layers that are shown in Table B.2 were incorporated
in the rutting analysis process.
Table B.2: FWD Results at UCPRC Study.
Section
Control
Advera
Evotherm
Sasobit

Deflection @
0 in. offset,
D1 = 0 in.
(in.)
0.0262
0.0217
0.0154
0.0189

Deflection @
12 in. offset,
D3 = 12 in.
(in.)
0.0079
0.0060
0.0040
0.0066

Deflection @
24 in. offset,
D5 = 24 in.
(in.)
0.0031
0.0030
0.0022
0.0034

Deflection @
36 in. offset,
D6 = 24 in.
(in.)
0.0021
0.0022
0.0017
0.0024

Forwardcalculated
Base Modulus
(ksi)
30
33
45
29

Pavement rut depths were measured using a laser profilometer. Based on a forensic
investigation, the rutting distress was limited to the AC layer (especially the top 2.5 in. of the AC
layer) and the base layers did not experience any vertical permanent deformation. As shown in
Figure B.3, all the test sections rutted less than 0.50 in. after 155,000 HVS passes. Advera and
Sasobit sections had the worst and best rutting performance while HMA and Advera sections had
similar rutting performance. Figure B.4 shows the transverse rut profiles of the test sections after
155,000 HVS passes. All sections experienced both densification and shear deformation (related
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to hump at the edge of the rutted wheel path). Although the densification in the Advera section
was less than the other sections, it showed more shear deformation.

Figure B.3: Average Rutting of Test Sections at UCPRC Study.

Figure B.4: Transverse Rut Depth Profiles at 150,000 HVS Wheel Passes at UCPRC Study.
The HWT for rutting and the flexural frequency sweep test for stiffness evaluation of the
AC mixes were performed on the laboratory-prepared samples. The HWT was conducted at 147ºF
on 2.5 in. thick specimens that were compacted to the target density of 93% (7% air voids). Figure
B.5 and Table B.3 show the average HWT test results and the determined curve fitting parameters.
All mixes experienced tertiary rutting after about 10,000 passes. The power values (b) of the fitted
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power functions that represent the effects of traffic loading show that the Advera and Evotherm
mixes were more rutting susceptible due to traffic loading at high temperature in comparison to
the HMA and Sasobit mixes.

Figure B.5: HWT Test Results on the Laboratory Mixes at UCPRC Study.
Table B.3: HWT Fit Parameters at UCPRC Study.
HMA
A
0.00212
B
0.38740
Francken Fit Parameters *
C
0.00099
D
0.00043
N (Passes)
3255
Inflection Point (IP)
RD (in.)
0.05
N (Passes)
6778
Tertiary Point (TP)
RD (in.)
0.08
aWTT
0.0013
Power Fit Parameters for
HWT Results before IP **
bWTT
0.46

Advera Evotherm Sasobit
0.00055 0.00088 0.00279
0.58100 0.52800 0.32060
0.00007 0.00080 0.00091
0.00056 0.00033 0.00045
5659
5876
3129
0.08
0.09
0.04
8687
10369
6359
0.12
0.14
0.06
0.0005
0.0008
0.0027
0.58
0.54
0.33

* Francken Fit: RD = A( N B ) + C e DN − 1 (see Figure 4.2)
** Power Fit for HWT Results before IP:

bWTT
RDBIP = aWTT NWTT
_ BIP (see Figure 4.2)

The flexural frequency sweep test (E*) tests were conducted on laboratory prepared
samples per AASHTO standard method T 321. Tests were performed at three temperatures of
50oF, 68oF, and 86oF and loading frequencies of 15 Hz, 10 Hz, 5 Hz, 2 Hz, 1 Hz, 0.5 Hz, 0.2 Hz,
0.1 Hz, 0.05 Hz, 0.02 Hz, and 0.01 Hz with a target peak-to-peak sinusoidal strain amplitude of
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100 microstrains. Figure B.6 shows the dynamic modulus master curves at a reference temperature
of 68°F constructed using Equation 3.2. The HMA, Advera, Sasobit, and Evotherm mixes had the
highest to lowest stiffness at high test temperatures, respectively.
Comparing Figures B.3, B.4, B.5, and B.6 show that similar mixes may have different
rutting performance under HWT, dynamic modulus, and full-scale tests. It shows that considering
only the HWT or dynamic modulus test results of the mixes in the pavement rutting design will be
misleading and it is necessary to consider the combined effects of both the fundamental material
properties of the AC mix (E*) and the simulated laboratory rutting performance of the mixes in
the pavement rutting analysis.

Figure B.6: Dynamic Modulus Mastercurve of the 4 Mixes at UCPRC Study.
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Appendix C: In-Service Flexible Pavement Sections at Texas
This section investigates the application of the proposed rutting model for predicting the
rutting life of the fifteen in-service road sections in Texas based on the results of the HWT test.
Test sections, each 500 ft long, have been monitored from the onset of construction (2010 to 2012)
up to this date. The rutting of each pavement section has been measured regularly using the
straightedge method as per ASTM E-1703 at 100 ft intervals. The climatic data required to
calculate Teff were extracted from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's website.
Table C.1 and Figure C.1 show the climate data and the calculated Teff at depth of 1 in. below the
AC layer and frequency of loading of 20 Hz. Although Sections 4, 6, 11, 15 had the lowest rainfall
they had the harshest weather condition that resulted in higher Teff (i.e., 119°F) in comparison to
other test sections. Sections 5, 7, 8, and 10 had the least harsh climate with Teff less than 109°F.
Table C.1: Climatic Data of the 15 Test Sections for Calculating Teff.
MAAT σMMAT
Wind
Sunshine
Rain
Teff @
(°F)
(°F)
(mph)
(%)
(in.)
z =1 in. and Freq = 20 Hz
Section 1
66
14
11
74
21
114
Section 2
65
16
11
67
28
114
Section 3
66
14
11
74
21
114
Section 4
67
15
8
84
9
119
Section 5
62
15
12
73
18
109
Section 6
67
15
8
84
9
119
Section 7
59
16
13
72
21
107
Section 8
60
16
12
73
20
109
Section 9
62
16
12
73
18
110
Section 10
57
18
13
72
19
109
Section 11
67
15
8
84
9
119
Section 12
64
16
11
73
23
114
Section 13
62
15
12
73
23
111
Section 14
66
15
11
70
28
113
Section 15
67
15
8
84
9
119
ii
MAAT = average mean annual air temperature; σMMAT = standard deviation of mean monthly air
temperature; Wind = mean annual wind speed; Sunshine = mean annual percentage sunshine; Rain = annual
cumulative rainfall, Freq = loading frequency (Hz), z = critical depth (in.).
Test Section
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Figure C.1: Effective Temperature of the 15 Texas Test Sections at Similar Depth (1 in. below
the AC layer) and Frequency of Loading (20 Hz).
Figure C.2 shows the construction information, pavement cross-sections (including the
backcalcualted moduli of the granular layers), and traffic data of the fifteen test sections. The
average daily traffic (ADT), percentage of trucks (Vehicle Class 4 to 13), and the average speed
of the vehicles were estimated from data collected in the field using traffic tube counters. Three
test sections had a 20-year traffic design of more than 20 million ESALs and other section’s traffic
were ranged from 1 to 12 million ESALs. Except for Sections 8, 11, and 15 that had an average
traffic speed of less than about 40 mph, the other test sections had a traffic speed of more than 50
mph. The mean backcalculated moduli from the FWD tests at different seasons were used to
represent the moduli of the base and subgrade. Among the fifteen test sections, seven sections were
newly constructed, six sections were overlaid with a 2 in. or 3 in. AC layer, and in the two other
sections the surface and bottom AC layers were replaced with new AC layers. Eleven test sections
had a 2-in. surface AC layer, three sections had a 3 in. surface AC layer, and one section had a 4
in. surface AC layer. Among the fifteen test sections, eleven sections had only one new surface
AC layer that was constructed over the previous pavement section and the other four Sections (1,
3, 8, and 14) had two newly constructed surface AC layers.
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Figure C.2: Pavement Structure, Construction, and Traffic Information of the 15 In-Service Test Sections at Texas.
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Table C.2 shows the available mix design information of the 18 different mixes that were
used in the investigated 15 test sections. Different HMA and WMA mixes with various mix design
types and gradations such as Superpave (SP-C and SP-D), dense-graded (Type B, C, D, and F),
and stone-matrix asphalt (SMA-D) were used. Mix designs and types were based on the TxDOT
specifications and guidelines. Information about the gradation of these different TxDOT mix types
can be found elsewhere (TxDOT, 2021a, 2021b, 2021c). Three binder grades, i.e., PG 64-22, PG
70-22, and PG 70-28, and different percentages of RAP (between 10 and 20%) were used for
different mixes. Information about the in-place density of the AC layers was not available.
Table C.2: AC Mix Information of the 15 In-Service Test Sections at Texas.
Layer
Layer
Mix Type
Thickness
RAP %
Binder PG
Type
*
(in.)
Top AC
2
HMA
SP-C
PG 70-22
Section 1
Bottom AC
5
HMA
SP-C
20
PG 64-22
Section 2
Surface
2
HMA
Type D
10
PG 70-28
Top AC
2
HMA
SP-C
PG 70-22
Section 3
Bottom AC
5
HMA
SP-C
20
PG 64-22
Sections 4 and 6
Surface
2
WMA
Type C
20
PG 64-22
Section 5
Surface
2
HMA
SMA-D
18
PG 70-28
Section 7
Surface
4
HMA
Type D
PG 64-22
Top AC
2
WMA
SMA-D
PG 70-28
Section 8
Bottom AC
6
HMA
Type B
PG 64-22
Top AC
2
HMA
SMA-D
PG 70-28
Section 9
Bottom AC
6
HMA
Type B
15
PG 70-28
Section 10
Surface
3
HMA
Type F
PG 64-22
Section 11
Surface
3
WMA
Type C
20
PG 64-22
Section 12
Surface
2
HMA
Type D
PG 70-28
Section 13
Surface
3
HMA
Type D
PG 70-28
Section 14
Surface
2
HMA
SP-D
PG 70-22
Section 15
Surface
2
WMA
Type C
20
PG 64-22
*
SP-C and SP-D mix types stand for different Superpave mix types; Type B, C, D, and F are different densgraded mix types, and SMA-D stands for stone-matrix asphalt. Gradation of these different mix types can
be found elsewhere (TxDOT, 2021a, 2021b, 2021c)
Section

AC Layer
Locations
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The HWT tests for rutting and the dynamic modulus tests for stiffness evaluation of AC
mixes were conducted on the laboratory compacted specimens that were prepared from plantproduced mixes sampled during construction. The HWT tests were conducted at 147ºF on the 2.5
in. thick specimens that were compacted to the target air voids of 7% ± 0.6%. Figure C.3 and Table
C.3 show the average HWT test results and the determined curve fitting parameters. From the
eighteen HWT mixes, seven mixes did not enter the secondary and tertiary zones (i.e., did not have
IP and TP), three mixes only entered the secondary zone (i.e., had IP), and the other eight mixes
had both the IP and TP. Mixes that contained RAP, especially Type C mixes, where the most
moisture susceptible mixes as they entered the tertiary zone.
Figure C.4 compares the scaling factor (aWTT) and power value (bWTT) of the HWT’s fitted
power functions. The bWTT that shows the effect of loading on the rutting performance of mixes
ranged between 0.24 and 0.40 with an average of 0.31 ± 0.05. Mixes with the higher bWTT value
were not essentially rutted more than the mixes with lower bWTT value after 20,000 passes.
However, mixes with the greatest aWTT values (e.g., Section 15, Section 14, and Section 1-Bottom
AC) generally rutted more than the mixes with lower aWTT value after 20,000 passes although they
did not have a high bWTT value in comparison to other mixes. The coefficients of correlation (R)
between the aWTT and bWTT values and maximum rut depth from the HWT tests were 0.64 and -0.14,
respectively, that shows that aWTT is strongly and positively correlated with the maximum rut depth.
In this case, the effect of aWTT on rutting of HWT mixes is statistically more significant than bWTT.
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Table C.3: HWT Fit Parameters for the 18 Different Mixes used at In-Service Texas Sections.
Inflection
Point
(IP)
N
RD
(Passes)
(in.)

Francken Fit Parameters i
Mix
Section 1
(Top AC)
Section 1
(Bottom AC)
Section 2
Section 3
(Top AC)
Section 3
(Bottom AC)
Section 4 & 6
Section 5
Section 7
Section 8
(Top AC)
Section 8
(Bottom AC)
Section 9
(Top AC)
Section 9
(Bottom AC)
Section 10
Section 11
Section 12
Section 13
Section 14
Section 15

i

A

B

C

D

8.7
E-03
1.2
E-02
N/A

3.0
E-01
2.6
E-01
N/A

2.6
E-03
3.1
E-03
N/A

1.6
E-04
2.0
E-04
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

5.5
E-03
9.3
E-03
N/A
N/A
1.2
E-02
3.3
E-03

3.0
E-01
2.7
E-01
N/A
N/A
2.4
E-01
3.9
E-01

2.6
E-04
3.7
E-04
N/A
N/A
4.1
E-03
1.2
E-06

2.7
E-04
5.0
E-04
N/A
N/A
9.5
E-05
4.7
E-04

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.2
E-02
N/A
1.3
E-03
N/A
N/A
1.5
E-02
1.9
E-02

1.7
E-01
N/A
2.8
E-01
N/A
N/A
2.1
E-01
2.7
E-01

7.6
E-02
N/A
2.7
E-02
N/A
N/A
1.1
E-02
1.3
E-04

5.5
E-05
N/A
1.3
E-04
N/A
N/A
1.2
E-04
4.2
E-04
Average
STDEV

Tertiary
Point
(TP)
N
RD
(Passes)
(in.)

Power Fit Parameters
for HWT Results
before IP ii

aWTT

bWTT

R2

9,300

0.14

18,300

0.21

0.0078

0.31

0.96

6,700

0.13

15,500

0.21

0.0109

0.28

0.96

- iii

- iii

- iii

- iii

0.0022

0.33

0.86

iii

iii

iii

iii

0.0019

0.40

0.94

-

-

-

-

9,100

0.09

15,500

0.12

0.0053

0.31

0.75

4,400

0.09

8,100

0.12

0.0090

0.27

0.88

- iii
- iii

- iii
- iii

- iii
- iii

- iii
- iii

0.0066
0.0103

0.26
0.25

0.91
0.94

13,100

0.13

- iii

- iii

0.0110

0.26

0.94

13,900

0.14

- iii

- iii

0.0033

0.39

0.93

- iii

- iii

- iii

- iii

0.0018

0.37

0.84

4,800

0.07

14,200

0.15

0.0040

0.34

0.88

- iii

- iii

- iii

- iii

0.0045

0.39

0.97

2,000

0.02

9,000

0.08

0.0010

0.38

0.84

- iii
- iii

- iii
- iii

- iii
- iii

- iii
- iii

0.0047
0.0049

0.35
0.28

0.96
0.91

6,700

0.11

18,000

0.21

0.0131

0.24

0.86

8,000

0.23

13,100

0.29

0.0188

0.28

0.93

0.0068
0.0046

0.31
0.05

0.90
0.06

Francken Fit: RD = A( N B ) + C e DN − 1 . “N/A” means that Francken fit was not required.

ii

Power-Fit for HWT Results before IP:

bWTT
RDBIP = aWTT NWTT
_ BIP (see Figure 4.2). For mixes with no IP,

the power fit function for HWT results up to 20,000 passes were determined.
iii

No IP or TP were observed in wheel tracking test results of the mix
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Figure C.3: HWT Test Results of the 18 Mixes used at 15 In-Service Texas Sections

Figure C.4: Comparing the Power Fit Parameters of 18 HWT Mixes used at Texas Sections
Dynamic modulus (E*) tests were conducted per AASHTO T 342 on field cores sampled
from the three test sections. Tests were performed at temperatures of 40oF, 70oF, 100oF, and 130oF
and loading frequencies of 25 Hz, 10 Hz, 5Hz, 1 Hz, 0.5 Hz, and 0.1 Hz. Figure C.5 and Table C.4
show the dynamic modulus master curves at reference temperature of 70°F constructed using
Equation 3.2. Sections 8 (Bottom AC), 9 (Bottom AC), and 14 had the highest and sections 5, 9
(Top AC), and 7 had the lowest stiffness at high temperature. This pattern shows that incorporating
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RAP in asphalt mixes may not essentially increase the stiffness of the mixes at high temperature.
The SMA mixes and mixes with finer gradation (i.e., Type D) had the lowest and mixes with
coarser gradation such as Type B had the highest dynamic modulus at high temperatures
Table C.4: Dynamic Modulus Mastercurve Parameters of the 18 Laboratory Mixes used in 15 InService Texas Sections. *
Mix
Section 1 (Top AC)
Section 1 (Bottom AC)
Section 2
Section 3 (Top AC)
Section 3 (Bottom AC)
Section 4 & 6
Section 5
Section 7
Section 8 (Top AC)
Section 8 (Bottom AC)
Section 9 (Top AC)
Section 9 (Bottom AC)
Section 10
Section 11
Section 12
Section 13
Section 14
Section 15
Average (AVG)
Standard Deviation (STDEV)

* log E * =  +


1+ e

 − log fr

α
2.27
2.36
1.93
2.37
2.27
2.10
2.30
1.93
1.93
2.49
2.27
1.78
2.30
1.89
2.08
2.21
1.59
2.17

β
-1.06
-1.44
-0.27
-0.93
-1.13
-0.57
-0.22
-0.36
-0.30
-1.14
-0.40
-0.97
-0.58
-0.66
-0.37
-0.43
-0.89
-0.44

δ
1.19
1.16
1.59
1.30
1.32
1.44
1.15
1.53
1.49
1.14
1.25
1.72
1.22
1.62
1.30
1.31
1.98
1.34

ϒ
0.85
0.84
0.69
0.69
0.73
0.57
0.70
0.48
0.72
0.62
0.71
0.83
0.76
0.63
0.64
0.57
0.69
0.65

a1
-0.06
-0.06
-0.06
-0.08
-0.06
-0.07
-0.06
-0.09
-0.06
-0.06
-0.06
-0.06
-0.06
-0.07
-0.07
-0.07
-0.07
-0.07

a2
4.37
4.27
4.55
5.38
4.44
5.44
4.82
6.33
4.30
4.81
4.75
4.54
4.79
5.05
5.11
5.25
4.92
5.35

2.12
0.24

-0.68
0.37

1.39
0.23

0.69
0.10

-0.07
0.01

4.92
0.51

; log f r = log f + ( a1T + a2 )
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Figure C.5: Dynamic Modulus Mastercurve of the 18 Laboratory Mixes used at 15 In-Service
Texas Sections
Figure C.6 compares the dynamic moduli of the 18 investigated mixes at 122°F and 7 Hz
(HWT test temperature and frequency of loading) that were calculated using the constructed master
curve with the predicted and measured HWT rut depth at 20,000 wheel passes. The stiffness
parameters of the mixes were not essentially in agreement with their corresponding HWT rut depth
results at 20,000 wheel passes indicating that considering the combined effects of fundamental
material properties of the AC mix (E*) and simulated laboratory rutting performance of the mixes
in the pavement rutting analysis is necessary.

Figure C.6: Comparing the Stiffness and Rutting of the 18 HWT Mixes used at 15 In-Service
Texas Sections
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Appendix D: Florida DOT APT facility at State Materials Research Park in Gainesville,
Florida
Figure D.1 shows the Florida DOT (FDOT) APT facility. Three test sections (see Figure
D.2) were trafficked using a heavy vehicle simulator (HVS Mark IV Model) uni-directionally with
lateral traffic wander width of 4 in. through a Goodyear G165 (12-in. wide) Super Single tire
inflated to 100 psi and loaded to 9 kips with a speed of 8 mph over the surface of a 450 ft long test
section (Allick et al., 2018). A tire contact pressure of 122 psi corresponding to an equivalent
circular tire footprint with a radius of 4.85 in. was estimated for this study according to Fernando
et al. (2006) and Greene et al. (2010). Test sections were trafficked until the rate of rutting became
constant or a target rut depth of 0.5 in. was accumulated, whichever came first. An integrated
climate control system and insulation panels were used to maintain the temperature of 122°F at a
depth of 2 in. from the pavement surface during load application.

Figure D.1: Overview of HVS-A Machine with Insulated Panels used in FDOT’s APT (Allick et
al., 2019)
Figure D.2 shows the layout and cross-sections of the three test sections that were
constructed at FDOT APT. Two 1.5-in.-thick AC layers of 12.5-mm nominal maximum aggregate
size (NMAS) Superpave asphalt mixture (SP-12.5) with a polymer-modified PG 76-22 asphalt
binder (PMA), a 1-in.-thick asphalt layer remained after milling, and a 10.5-in.-thick limerock base
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course was constructed above a 12-in.-thick stabilized limerock subgrade. The only difference
among the structure of the test sections was the target density of the top 1.5-in.-thick AC layer that
were 87%, 90%, and 93% for Sections 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
FWD tests were conducted at 20 ft intervals along the 450 ft length of the test sections at a
surface temperature of 80°F by applying an impulse load of about 9,000 lb. to the pavement surface
via an 11.8- in.-diameter circular plate. Deflections were recorded at the center and 8, 12, 18, 24,
36, and 60 in. from the center of the load plate. Subgrade and base moduli were forward-calculated
using the Hogg model and area method, respectively. The details of different forward-calculation
methods can be found elsewhere (Stubstad et al., 2006). As shown in Figure D.2., the forwardcalculated moduli of subgrade and base were ranged between 17 ksi to 22 ksi and 42 ksi to 54 ksi,
respectively.

(a) Cross Section of the Three Pavement Structures
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(b) Layout of Three Test Sections (Items)
Figure D.2: Test Section Layout at FDOT Study.
Pavement rut depths were measured using a laser-based system installed on the HVS
loading assembly/carriage. Figure D.3 shows the rutting progression of the three pavement
sections during the HVS passes. The error bars correspond to ±1 standard deviations of the
measurements. As expected, sections with higher in-place density had lower rut depth. Loading
was terminated at 100,000 HVS wheel passes because the rate of rutting appeared to be constant.
Figure D.4 shows the transverse rut profiles after 100,000 HVS wheel passes for the three test
sections. Sections with lower in-place density had both higher shear deformation (related to hump
at the edge of the rutted wheel path) and higher densification. Rutting was limited to the AC layer
and the underlying granular layers did not show any vertical deformation.

Figure D.3: Total Rutting Centerline Profile of Test Sections after Trafficking at FDOT Study.
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Figure D.4: Transverse Rut Depth Profiles at 100,000 HVS Wheel Passes at FDOT Study.
The dynamic modulus and APA tests were conducted on the mixes that were sampled from
seven trucks and compacted in the lab. APA was conducted on the 3 in. height specimens that were
compacted to the target density of 96% (4% air voids). A hose pressure of 100 psi and a wheel
load of 100 lb was applied at 147ºF. Figure D.5 shows the average APA test results and the
determined curve fitting parameters. Tested mixes rutted less than 0.05 in. after 8000 cycles (16000
passes) of loading. The scaling factor and power value of the APA’s fitted power function that
represent the effect of test temperature and pavement structure (here a 3-in.-thick AC layer over a
solid steel plate) and traffic loading, respectively, were determined as 0.0011 and 0.35.

Figure D.5: APA Test Results on the Plant Produced, Lab Compacted Mixes at FDOT Study.
Dynamic modulus (E*) tests were conducted per AASHTO T 342 on field cores sampled
from the three test sections. Tests were performed at temperatures of 40oF, 70oF, and 100oF and
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loading frequencies of 10 Hz, 1 Hz, and 0.1 Hz. The dynamic modulus master curves at a reference
temperature of 70°F were constructed using Equation 3.1. Figure D.6 shows that AC mixes with
higher in-place density yielded higher moduli at the highest test temperature.

Figure D.6: Dynamic Modulus Mastercurve of the Three Mixes at FDOT Study.
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Appendix E: Virginia DOT APT facility at the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute
Information related to the Virginia DOT (VDOT) study is extracted from Xue et al. (2020),
Meroni et al. (2020), Meroni (2021), and additional information and data that were shared by the
VDOT and Virginia Tech Transportation Institute.
Figure E.1 shows the VDOT’s full-scale APT facility. A test section was trafficked using
a heavy vehicle simulator (Dynatest HVS, Mark VI model) in a uni-directionally with a constant
speed of 4 mph over the surface of a 100 ft long and 10 ft wide test section. A dual tire assembly,
with 11.00R22.5 tires and 110 psi tire pressure was used to apply a 9-kip load during five weeks
(about 200,000 passes) on the test section. A tire contact pressure of 104 psi corresponding to an
equivalent circular tire footprint with a radius of 3.7 in. was estimated for this study based on
Tielking and Abraham. (1994) and Fernando et al. (2006) measurements for conventional 11R22.5
truck tire. An environmental chamber and insulation panels maintained the pavement temperature
of 104°F at a depth of 2 in. from the surface during the trafficking.

(a) Overview (Zhou et al., 2019)
(b) Inside View (Diefenderfer, 2017)
Figure E.1: HVS Mark VI Machine used at VDOT Study.
As shown in Figure E.2, a 3-in.-thick 9.5 mm NMAS dense-graded AC layer designed per
current standard 65 gyrations (Superpave Gyratory Compactor, SGC), a 4-in.-thick 19 mm NMAS
dense-graded AC layer, a 7-in.- thick aggregate base (VDOT designation 21-B), and a 27-in.-thick
subgrade with CBR of 7.5 were constructed above a geotextile-reinforced foundation. Typical
elastic moduli of 30 ksi for the 21-B base layer (Hossain, and Lane, 2015) and 9.3 ksi for the
subgrade layer were used.
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Figure E.2: Pavement Structure of the Test Sections at VDOT Study.
A multi-depth deflectometer (MDD) which is an integration of several linear variable
differential transformers (LVDTs) was installed on top of each layer (i.e., 0 in., 3 in., 7 in., and 14
in. depths) to measure the vertical deformation of each layer individually. Figure E.3 shows how
increasing the tire loading increased the rate of vertical deformation at the locations of MDDs.
Surface AC and base layers had the greatest deformation in comparison to the bottom AC layer
and subgrade. On average, 41%, 24%, 31%, and 4% of the total pavement rutting occurred at the
surface AC, bottom AC, base, and subgrade layers, respectively. This result demonstrates that the
surface AC layer should be more rut resistance than the bottom AC layer. The base layer has an
important role in the stability of the flexible pavements as the AC layer has. In conventional
pavements, subgrade rutting can be negligible if rut resistance and thick enough surface and base
layers are used.
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(a) Vertical Permanent Deformation at Multiple Depths

(b) Vertical Permanent Deformation of Individual Layers
Figure E.3: Vertical Permanent Deformation of Pavement Layers Measured by MDDs with
respect to Number of Passes and Equivalent ESALs at VDOT Study.
The dynamic modulus and APA tests were conducted on field cores taken from the test
section. In the APA test, a hose pressure of 100 psi and a wheel load of 100 lb was applied on the
3 in. thick specimen at 147ºF test temperature. Figure E.4 shows the average APA test results and
the determined curve fitting parameters. The error bars correspond to ±1 standard deviations of the
measurements. APA specimens rutting was about 0.03 in. after 8000 cycles (16000 passes) of
loading. The power value of the fitted power function was 0.61 that is a relatively high value in
comparison to the typical rut-resistant mixes. The scaling factor of the power function of 0.0008
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is a relatively low value. It shows that traffic loading is a more significant parameter than the
pavement temperature that negatively affects the rutting performance of the tested APA mixture.
The dynamic modulus (E*) tests were conducted per AASHTO standard method T 342 at
40oF, 70oF, and 100oF and loading frequencies of 25 Hz, 10 Hz, 5 Hz, 1 Hz, 0.5 Hz, and 0.1 Hz.
Figure E.5 shows the dynamic modulus master curves at a reference temperature of 70°F
constructed using Equation 3.2. Depending on the loading frequency, the dynamic modulus of the
mixture ranged between about 10 ksi to 600 ksi at a test temperature of 100oF which is similar to
the full-scale testing temperature, i.e., 104oF.

Figure E.4: APA Test Results on the Field Core Mixes at VDOT Study

Figure E.5: Dynamic Modulus Mastercurve of the Mixture at VDOT Study.
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Appendix F: Hangar 4 Pavement Test Facility at ERDC
Information related to the ERDC study is extracted from Doyle et al. (2013), Rushing et
al. (2013) and Mejías-Santiago et al. (2014b). Figure F.1 shows the ERDCs’ pavement test facility
(Hangar 4). Four test sections were trafficked using a heavy vehicle simulator (HVS-A model) in
a bi-directional and normally distributed traffic pattern with a speed of 5 mph over a longitudinal
distance of 40 ft. The lateral traffic wander width of 32 in. was used where each complete traffic
wander pattern consisted of 46 passes. Test sections were trafficked to the target pavement rutting
of approximately 1.2 in. A single tire with 325 psi tire pressure and 35.5 kips load was used to
simulate the accelerated loading of the F-15E jet aircraft. Both the tire contact pressure and the
APA contact pressure were assumed to be 325 psi as no information was not found in the literature
regarding for combination of these tire types, pressure, and load. A climate control system with
insulation panels allowed the control of the pavement temperature during the trafficking.

(a) Overview
(b) ) Inside View
Figure F.1: HVS-A Machine used in ERDC Study (Mejías-Santiago et al., 2014a).
Four test sections were constructed at Hanger 4 full-scale APT to measure the pavement
responses at different stations (see Figure F.2). As shown in Table F.1, test sections were
constructed in June 2012 but were tested 5 to 8 months after construction. As shown in Figure F.3,
a 4-in.-thick AC layer (in place thicknesses of 4.2 ± 0.3 in.) over a 10-in.-thick crushed limestone
base layer with a Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) classification of GP-GM (poorly
graded gravel with silt and sand) and California bearing ratio (CBR) of 100 and, a 12-in.-thick
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clay–gravel mixture subbase course with a USCS classification of clayey sand with gravel (SC)
and CBR of 30, and a 24-in.-thick compacted high-plasticity clay (CH) subgrade and CBR of 15
were constructed above the existing excavated low-plasticity silt material (ML) soil foundation.
The only difference between the test sections was the type of AC layer mixes. One of the test
sections had a dense-graded HMA while three different types of WMA technologies were used in
the other three test sections: chemical additive (Evotherm 3G), organic additive (Sasobit organic
wax), and foaming process.
Table F.1: Test Schedule in ERDC Study.
Traffic Application
Test Period
Test Section (Item)
Period (Days)
2013: Feb. 05 - Feb. 12
1: HMA (control)
6
2013: Jan. 14 - Jan. 22
2: Foamed Asphalt
7
2012: Dec. 10 - Dec. 27
3: Sasobit®
6
TM
2012: Nov. 15 - Nov. 29
4: Evotherm 3G
9

Total Passes
Applied
3326
7012
2590
2221

Figure F.2: Layout of Each Test Section (Item) in ERDC Study (Mejías-Santiago et al., 2014b).
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Figure F.3: Pavement Structure of the Test Sections in ERDC Study.
All four AC mixes were designed with 75 gyrations in the Superpave gyratory compactor.
An unmodified PG 67-22 binder grade was blended with 60% limestone, 25% crushed gravel, and
15% natural sand to form a 0.5-in. (12.5-mm) nominal maximum aggregate size mixture and
achieve the target mix air voids (Va) of 4% and minimum voids in mineral aggregate (VMA) of
14.0%. Figure F.4 shows the in-place volumetric properties of the four AC mixes. Foamed asphalt
mixture had higher initial Va and VMA than the other three mixes and could not achieve the target
density as fast as the other items did.

Figure F.4: In-place Properties of the AC mixes in ERDC Study (Mejías-Santiago et al., 2014b).
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In addition to laboratory testing on the laboratory prepared samples and the cores taken
from the test sections, the following data were used in this study:
•

Surface permanent deformation measured with a robotic total station,

•

Pavement and air temperature data measured using I-buttons, and

•

Pavement deflection measurements from falling weight deflectometer (FWD) testing
A robotic total station was used to measure the surface deformation of the test sections both

from the centerline profile and cross-section views. Figure F.5 illustrates the rutting of the
centerline profiles and cross-sections of the HMA at different loading passes. Considerable
upheavals were observed at the edges of the rutted area that was attributed to shear deformationrelated rutting phenomena at high temperatures. Figure F.6 illustrates the rutting centerline profiles
of all 4 test sections at their terminal loading passes. The higher deformations that are observed at
Station 0+05 (STA 0+05) and STA 0+45 are because of the stopping and accelerating behavior of
the wheel during the traffic. Excessive deformation near the STA 0+15 is due to the greater amount
of heat that was circulating from the vent that was located close to that STA 0+15. Deeper ruts
observed at stations 0+20, 0+25, 0+30, 0+35, and 0+40 could have occurred due to insufficient
compaction during the instrument installations that caused the early deformation at the granular
layers at those locations. The greatest early base deformation due to the instrument installations
occurred at STA 0+30 during the first few passes of the HVS wheel.
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(a) Centerline Profile

(b) Cross Section at Station 25
Figure F.5: Rutting of HMA Section in ERDC Study (with modification from Mejías-Santiago et
al., 2014b).
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Figure F.6: Total Rutting Deformation Centerline Profile of Test Sections after Trafficking in
ERDC Study.
Table F.2 shows the location of the I-buttons that were installed at different stations and
the average recorded AC layer temperatures. For this study, a target test temperature of 109ºF was
provided by the HVS heat system which is the effective test temperature (Teff) for Jackson,
Mississippi. Since the heat vents were installed at the middle south (between STA 0+00 and 0+15)
and very north sides (between STA 0+45 and 0+50) of the test sections, pavement temperature
varied throughout the length of the test area. The average difference between the south and the
center temperatures was 10ºF and between the center and north areas and south and north areas
were 5ºF. These temperature gradients affected the rutting performance of the test section at these
stations.
For the current study, the rutting progressions at the center locations (see Table F.2) were
selected for the analysis since the pavement temperature was more stable and traffic did not have
the accelerated or decelerated behavior that it had at the north and south sides.
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Table F.2: I-Buttons Locations and Average Recorded AC Layer Temperature in ERDC Study.
Test Section
HMA
Sasobit®
Evotherm™3G
Foam

South
AVG
Station
Temperate
(°F)
0+3.5
112
0+5.0
114
0+5.0
110
0+3.5
109

Station
0+27
0+26
0+24
0+27

Center
AVG
Temperate
(°F)
101
100
104
99

North
AVG
Station
Temperate
(°F)
0+46
108
0+44
109
0+24
105
0+47
104

FWD tests were conducted before trafficking, at high temperature (100 ± 5ºF), and at
stations 0+10, 0+15, 0+20, 0+25, 0+30, 0+35, and 0+40. An impulse load of about 25,000 lb was
applied to the pavement surface via an 11.8- in.-diameter circular plate and deflections were
recorded at the center (D1) and 12 in., 24 in., 36 in., 48 in., 60 in., and 72 in. (D2 through D7) from
the center of the load plate. The Pavement Transportation Computer-Aided Structural Evaluation
(PCASE) software was used to backcalculate the moduli of the granular layers. Base, subbase and
subgrade layers of the four test sections had an average backcalculated elastic moduli of 80 ksi, 35
ksi, and 13 ksi, respectively.
A forensic investigation was conducted after the trafficking of the test sections to analyze
the thickness changes of the layers before and after trafficking. Two 3-ft-wide by 3-ft-deep
trenches were excavated on each test section. Figure F.7 illustrates the south end (between stations
0+16 and 0+19) trenches and Table F.3 shows the thickness changes of the individual layers due
to traffic loading for both the south and north end trenches. The AC layer of the south end sections
was significantly rutted because of the high pavement temperature while the north end sections
had less AC rutting due to the lower pavement temperature.
Rutting distress was mostly limited to the AC layer and the underlying granular layers
showed negligible rutting in comparison to the AC layer. Among the granular layers, the base
layers deformed more than the subbase and subgrade layers. In the Sasobit and Evotherm sections,
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the base layer was deformed significantly due to insufficient compaction during the instrument
installation that caused early deformation at the granular layers at that locations. That is why the
AC layer thickness changes of 6% and 11% and for Sasobit and 50% and 44% for the Evotherm
sections are shown in Table F.3. Based on the above-mentioned explanations and observations, for
the current study, the AC layer rutting percentage of 80% for HMA and Foam sections and 50%
for the Evotherm and Sasobit sections were considered for the analysis.
Table F.3: Comparison of Layer Thicknesses before and after Traffic in ERDC Study.
Item

HMA

Sasobit®

Evotherm™3G

Foam

Thickness Change %
South
North
80%
17%
20%
83%
0%
-33%
0%
0%
6%
-11%
94%
78%
-24%
22%
0%
0%
50%
44%
50%
56%
-28%
-67%
0%
0%
75%
100%
0%
-29%
25%
-29%
0%
0%

Layer
AC
Base
Subbase
Subgrade
AC
Base
Subbase
Subgrade
AC
Base
Subbase
Subgrade
AC
Base
Subbase
Subgrade
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(a) HMA Section

(b) Sasobit® Section

(c) EvothermTM 3G Section

(d) Foam Section

Figure F.7: Trenches at South End of the Test Sections in ERDC Study (Mejías-Santiago et al.,
2014b).
The dynamic modulus and APA tests were conducted on the laboratory-prepared
specimens. For the APA test, a hose pressure of 325 psi and a wheel load of 325 lb. was applied
on the 3 in. thick specimens at 109ºF to simulate the full-scale testing condition. Figure F.8 and
Table F.4 show the APA test results and the determined curve fitting parameters. The Sasobit and
HMA mixes had better rutting performance than the Evotherm and Foam mixes which is in
agreement with the performance of the mixes under full-scale testing. The dynamic modulus (E*)
tests were conducted per AASHTO standard method T 342 at 70oF, 100oF, and 130oF and loading
frequencies of 25 Hz, 10 Hz, 5 Hz, 1 Hz, 0.5 Hz, and 0.1 Hz. Figure F.9 shows the dynamic
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modulus master curves at a reference temperature of 70°F constructed using Equation 3.2. The
four AC mixes exhibited close dynamic moduli at high temperatures.

Figure F.8: APA Results on the Laboratory Produced and Compacted Mixes at ERDC Study.
Table F.4: APA Curve Fitting Test Results in ERDC Study
Mixture ID
HMA
Sasobit®
Evotherm™3G
Foam
* Power Fit for APA Results:

325 psi, 325 lb., 109°F
aWTT*
bWTT*
0.0013
0.55
0.0013
0.53
0.0010
0.61
0.0019
0.55

Va (%)
6.8
6.9
6.6
7.1
bWTT
RDWTT = aWTT NWTT

(see Figure 4.2)

Figure F.9: Dynamic Modulus Mastercurve of the Four Mixes at ERDC Study.
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R2
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.99

Appendix G: FAA NAPMRC Test Facility: HMA vs WMA
Figure G.1 shows the FAA NAPMRC’s pavement test facility. Four outdoor test sections
were trafficked using a heavy vehicle simulator (HVS-A model) in a bi-directional and normally
distributed traffic pattern with a speed of 3 mph over a longitudinal distance of 40 ft. Lateral traffic
wander width of 56 in. was used where each complete traffic wander pattern consisted of 62 passes.
Test sections were trafficked to the target pavement rutting of approximately 1.0 in. A single tire
with 254 psi tire pressure and 61.3 kips load was used to simulate the accelerated loading of the
commercial aircraft tire load. A tire contact pressure of 368 psi that was estimated based on Wang
et al. (2015) measurements were used for the rutting model. Heaters and insulation panels were
installed around the base rail to maintain a test temperature of 120°F at a depth of 2 in. below the
pavement surface (Garg et al., 2018).

(a) Machine Overview at Outdoor Testing Area

(b) Inside View

Figure G.1: HVS-A Machine used in FAA NAPMRC Study (Garg et al., 2017).
Figure G.2 shows the pavement structure of the four test sections (Lane 1 to Lane 4). The
pavement structure was designed so that the rutting failure mainly occurred within the AC layer
with no failure at the base, subbase, and subgrade layers (Garg et al., 2018). A 5-in.-thick FAA
standard P-401 AC layer, a 12-in.-thick FAA standard P-209 crushed stone base layer, and a 12in.-thick FAA standard P-154 granular subbase were constructed above a sandy subgrade with a
CBR of 15. Test sections had similar pavement structures and the only difference between the
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structures of test sections was the type of the AC layer mix. Dense-graded HMA with a binder
grade of PG 76-22 and PG 64-22 were used for Lane 3 and Lane 4, respectively while AC layers
of Lane 1 and Lane 2 were constructed with polymer-modified PG 76-22 and PG 64-22 WMA
(using Evotherm 3G technology), respectively. Typical elastic moduli of 50 ksi, 35 ksi, and 15 ksi
were considered for the P-209, P-154, and subgrade layers (Wang et al. 2016).
All four AC mixes were designed with 75 gyrations in the Superpave gyratory compactor
with a similar AC mix design and achieved the target mix air voids (Va) of 3.5% and minimum
voids in mineral aggregate (VMA) of 15.0%. On average, the AC layers of the four test lanes
achieved the target in-place density of about 96.5% that met the mix design requirement.

Figure G.2: Pavement Structure of the Test Sections at NAPMRC.
Two lasers mounted on a loading carriage measured the surface deformation of the test
sections for a span of 36 ft 8 in. The average maximum rutting magnitude from stations at 4 ft 4
in., 14 ft 4 in., and 24 ft 4 in., were reported. Figure G.3 shows the measured rutting of all 4 test
sections at their terminal loading passes. The uplift on the edges of the rutted areas is not
considered in this study. The AC layer Sections with PG 64-22 mixes rutted considerably more
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than the sections with PG 64-22 mixes showing that binder PG grade affects the rutting
performance of the AC mixes significantly. WMA and HMA sections with similar binder grades
of PG 76-22 had comparable rutting performance. However, the HMA section with a binder grade
of PG 64-22 had better rutting resistance than the WMA section with a similar binder. Figure G.4.
illustrates the final rutted pavement surface profiles of the HMA section at the end of the test.
Substantial AC layer upheaval at the edge of the tire (about 2 in.) is due to the tertiary flow of the
AC mixes that happens because of the simultaneous impact of the enormous magnitude of loading
and high pavement temperature.

Figure G.3: Rutting Performance of Four Full-Scale NAPMRC Test Sections.

Figure G.4: Final Rutted Pavement Surface Profile on NAPMRC’s Lanes 4 (HMA PG 64-22).
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The dynamic modulus and APA tests were conducted on the laboratory-produced
specimens. All mixes were compacted to the target air voids of 3.5%, comparable to the 96.5%
target density of the AC layers in the full-scale testing. For the APA tests, a hose pressure of 250
psi and a wheel load of 250 lb. was applied on the 3 in. thick specimen at 147ºF to simulate the
full-scale tire loading. Figure G.5 and Table G.1 show the APA test results and the determined
curve fitting parameters. The AC mixes with PG 64-22 binder had inferior rutting performance
than mixes with the PG 76-22 binder. The HMA mixes had better rutting performance than WMA
mixes with similar binder PG grades which are in agreement with the full-scale testing
performance of the mixes. The aWTT and bWTT values show that the mixes with PG 64-22 binder
are highly susceptible to rutting due to traffic loading in comparison to the mixes with PG 76-22.

Figure G.5: APA Test Results of NAPMRC’s Laboratory Produced and Compacted Mixes.
Table G.1: APA Curve Fitting Test Results of NAPMRC Study.
Mixture ID
Lane1-WMA76
Lane2-WMA64
Lane3-HMA76
Lane4-HMA64
* Power Fit for APA Results:

250 psi, 250 lb., 147°F
aWTT*
bWTT*
0.0039
0.42
0.0016
0.60
0.0026
0.38
0.0029
0.51

Va (%)
3.6
3.7
3.7
3.6
bWTT
RDWTT = aWTT NWTT

R2
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

(see Figure 4.2)

The dynamic modulus (E*) tests were conducted per AASHTO standard method T 342 at
14oF, 40oF, 70oF, 100oF, and 130oF and loading frequencies of 25 Hz, 10 Hz, 5 Hz, 1 Hz, 0.5 Hz,
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and 0.1 Hz. Figure G.6 shows the dynamic modulus master curves at a reference temperature of
70°F constructed using Equation 3.2. The four AC mixes exhibited close dynamic moduli at high
temperatures. Mixes with the PG 76-22 binder exhibited greater dynamic modulus at high
temperature than mixes with the PG 64-22 binder. Both the HMA and WMA mixes with the PG
64-22 binder had comparable dynamic moduli at high temperatures. The HMA mixture with the
PG 76-22 had a higher dynamic modulus than the WMA mixture with similar binder PG.

Figure G.6: Dynamic Modulus Mastercurve of the NAPMRC’s Four Mixes.
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